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Editorial Notes
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Welcome to the British Africa Philately Anthology Special Edition being published in honor of the Society's Tenth Anniversary. This combined issue

also serves the dual purpose of being part of the Society's contribution to its sponsorship of THE Celebration of British African Philately convention
held during PACIFIC 97.

Contained herein are one article each from the major British Africa related specialty groups throughout the world. Being the first of its

cooperative kind, this publication represents the combined efforts of numerous authors and organizations for which all should be proud. As a survey of

the British Africa collecting area, it is hoped that the reader will be encouraged to explore new "uncharted waters" of one of the most challenging and

fascinating areas in the philatelic universe. The PSGSA Board of Directors expresses its thanks to the contributing groups represented herein. Also,
personal thanks to my fellow editors for their efforts on behalf this anthology project.

To enhance the Special Edition's value as a reference work, Appendix I provides a listing of suggested readings by collecting area. Our thanks to
those groups and individuals who contributed to this compendium. Appendix II provides general information and a contact point for the major British

Africa specialty groups. If a topic intrigues a reader, a starting point for learning more is served well by Appendix I. If the reader asks .,who can I contact
to guide me further", consult Appendix II. These two features are intended to enhance the Anthology's value as a general British Africa collecting
resource.

Due to serious production delays, apologies are required for the exclusion of a number of excellent submissions by PSGSA members. These submissions

will appear in Jul/Oct '97 and Nov '97/Feb '98 issues of Forerunners. In all due deference to these authors and their written contributions, they are as
follows: Imperial Airways Air Crash Mail of Southern Africa by Kendall C. Sanford, Nyasaland and the First World War by Regis Hoffman, Three
Unusual South African Instructional Markings by Martin Nicholosog An Overview of Zululand Philately by Tony Davis, Some Trends In International

Philately by Franco Frescura, The Cape Mails and the Union Castle Line - A Postal History Overview: 1876-1914 by Dudley Blascheck, and T.B.V.C. and

Me or Life Without "The Homelands" by Will Ross.

Reader reactions and added information to the contents of any of the articles contained in this Special Edition are encouraged. They will appear in future
issues of Forerunners along with the author's response. Please address comments to The Editor, 200 East 30th Street, San Bernardino, CA 92404-2303

USA. (PLEASE NOTE THIS ADDRESS CHANGE.) Requests for additional information on PSGSA services and membership may be sent
to any of the Society's International Representatives as listed on page i.

A

I

ALLAN RAW PHILATELICS

DEALERS IN FINE STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY

P.O. Box 39258. Queensburg 4070, South Africa - Phone/FAX 031-784523

' MEMBER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN PHILATELIC DEALERS ASSOCIATION

POSTAL AUCTION HELD EVERY THREE MONTHS

' EXTENSIVE STOCK HELD IN SOUTHERN AFRICA AND SURROUNDS

• APPROVALS AND PHOTOCOPIES SENT ON REQUEST

' AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE STAMPS AT REASONABLE PRICES

* NORMAL CONDITIONS OF SALE. 10% BUYERS PREMIUM - 5% BANK SERVICE CHARGES '

SPECIALIST IN ALL SOUTHERN AFRICA COUNTRIES. ARE YOU ON THE MAILING LIST?
(PSGSA Member)

iv
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Varieties and Multiples of the Mafeking Stamps
John P. Ineson, FRPSL - Anglo-Boer War Philatelic Society
Due to the printing problems during the Siege of Mafeking, a large

The used copies are postmarked April 27th (1), April 30th (1), May 8th (3)

number of varieties exist to both the locally produced and overprinted

and May 11th (2). Included in this list is a mint and used copy in the

stamps. It is only during the last thirty-five years that records have

Royal Collection.

been kept to try and ascertain how many varieties were printed and

The double print is another scarce variety (Fig. 3). Out of the sheet of

still exist.

twelve printed, only three have been Recorded - all used May 3rd. It is

ld Cyclist

more than likely that others exist in collector hands who do not

A mint proof corner copy of the ld Cyclist stamp is known but this is

realize that they have this scarce error.

smaller than the actual issued stamp. Various proofs exist in the Royal

Two mint sheets are known,

collection at Buckingham Palace in the U. K. From the one known mint
imperforate sheet of the cyclist, eight stamps have been recorded

one of which is in the Royal Figure 3. Example of used 3d double
collection. There is also one print, the doubling especially pro-

consisting of two pairs and one block of four.

known used sheet dated May nounced in the value scroll.

At least two sheets had imperforate stamps in only one margin, and

12th. Two used imperforate in

from the top of the sheet one is known mint and the other used with a

between pairs have also been

cancel date of May 11th 1900 (Fig. 1). From the bottom of the sheet six

recorded, both used May 2nd.

used stamps are recorded, a pair dated May 2nd, and four used

Two sheets of stamps are known
imperforate on the left hand side

May

11th.

Three

mint

sheets

have

appeared on the market during the last
fifteen years, and one also exists in the
Royal Collection.

of the sheet. The four copies
Figure 1 The id deep blue on

recorded are dated April 10th,

blue plate 2 on piece with "MY

23rd, 27th and May 17th. As two

11" c.d.s.

of these are top corner copies

There are a number of used blocks of four.

this confirms that two sheets

The block of eight sold in New York in

exist.

1982 is the largest used multiple. Stamps
are known used with the Mafeking
telegraph postmark with a backdated
cancel of February 30th. The earliest
known

cancellation

is

the

square

postmark dated October 30th 1899,
some six months before the stamps
were printed.

3d Large Head
The cracked plate variety of the large head stamp was caused by the
printer accidentally dropping the glass photographic plate. The most
spectacular item is the sheet which shows the five positions of the
crack and is dated May 12th (Fig. 4). This is the only known sheet as
none have been reported mint. To date, the following have been
recorded:

3d Small Head

Position 6 - 13 used (May 2nd to May 12th), plus 1 mint

The reversed head caused by the glass plate being reversed in the printing

Position 7 -

32 used (May 3rd to May 14th [one backdated to Feb.30th]),
plus

frame, has been one of the most sought after of all the Mafeking
stamps (Fig. 2). Only one sheet of twelve stamps was printed. To date,
seven used and three mint have been recorded.

Position 8 -

1 mint

30 used (May 2nd to May 14th), none mint

Position 9 - 22 used (April 26th to May 14th [includes one used on cover]) .. .
plus

Position 10 -

3 mint

13 used (May 2nd to May 12th), none mint

Figure 2. 3d pale blue on blue

The large head is also known imperforate on the top and bottom

reversed design with complete "

margin of the sheet. Five used copies are recorded from the top of the sheet,

MY 11" c.d.s.

cancelled on April 26th (2) and April 30th. This confirms that two sheets
exist from the top. From the bottom of the sheet only two stamps
imperforate in the margin are known, both being cancelled May 11th.
The largest mint block recorded consists of four stamps.
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Mafeking Overprints - the largest recorded
blocks

Figure 4. The unique complete sheet of twelve 3d pale blue on blue, lacking the lower sheet
margin, used on piece with clear "MY 12" c.d.s.'s.

A large quantity of stamps were overprinted and is well
recorded. Where described, the Scott Catalog number
appears in brackets.
No doubt due to the printing difficulties during the siege,
a number of varieties also exist on the overprinted issued.
Before the stamps were overprinted with "Mafeking
Besieged" and the increased value, the sheets of 240
stamps had the selvedge removed. These were then tom
down the middle of the sheet so that six stamps per row
could be printed. This arrangement applied to all stamps
with the lone exception S.G. 11 [172] which consisted of
sheetlets of twenty stamps. In this case only five stamps
were overprinted each time.
The list shown below begins with the largest known used
blocks (S.G. 1 - 16) followed by a census of the known
overprint varieties.

S.G. 1 [162] - ld on '/d, block of eight dated March 28th
S.G. 2 [163] - ld on'/ d, block of twelve dated May 12th
S.G. 3 [164] - 3d on ld, block of six-three dated March 28th, two March 31st S.G.
4 [165] - 6d on 3d, block of eight dated March 24th S.G. 5 [166] - 1/- on 4d, strip

S.G. 11a [172] 1/- on 4d surcharge double - five used, two dated March 31st, no
clear postmark on others, probably one strip of five printed
S.G. 11b [172] 1/- on 4d surcharge treble - five used, strip of three dated March
31st, probably strip of five printed

of three dated March 27th
S.G. 6 [167] - Id on 1/2d, block of twenty-nine dated May 12th, largest known S.
G. 7 [168] - 3d on ld, no blocks recorded

S.G. He [17211/- on 4d surcharge double, one inverted - five used, strip of three
dated March 31st
S.G. 11d [172] 1/- on 4d surcharge treble, one sans-serif - twelve used, all
dated May 1st, two mint, probably one sheetlet of twenty printed

S.G. 8 [169] - 6d on 2d, block of six dated April 14th
S.G. 9 [170] - 6d on 3d, block of twelve dated April 5th, strips of six rejoined S.G. 10

S.G. 12a [172] 3d on ld double surcharge - five used, all dated May 11th, probably
one strip of six printed

[1711 - 6d on 3d, block of six dated March 30th S.G. 11 [172] - 1/- on 4d, block of
eight dated March 30th S.G. 12 [173] - 3d on ld, block of nine dated May ??-date
not clear S.G. 13 [1741 - 6d on 2d, block of twelve dated May ??-date not clear S.
G. 14 [175] - 1/- on 6d, block of four, six blocks all dated April 28th S.G. 15 [176]
- 1/- on 6d, block of six dated April 28th S.G. 16 [1771 - 2/- on 1/-, block of six
dated May 4th
S.G. 6a [167] - ld on 1/2d, surcharge inverted (Fig. 5) - 21 used dated March 31st
to April 9th including four tete-beche pairs, probably one strip of six printed
S.G. 7a [168] - 3d on ld, surcharge inverted - three dated April 26th (2) and May
7th (1)
S.G. 9a [170] - 6d on 3d, surcharge inverted - five used dated March 30th,
probably one strip of six printed
S.G. 9b [170] 6d on 3d surcharge double - one used in Royal collection, date not
visible, doubtful if genuine-especially as no others recorded

Figure 5. Used block showing lower pair surcharge inverted (S.G. 6a).
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Some Sources of Early Covers From the Bechuanalands
Jim Catterall - Bechuanalands & Botswana Society
The postal history of the Bechuanalands really begins with Robert

were established, based in the Vryburg and Mafeking settlements,

Moffat and the early missionaries who arrived at Kuruman during the 1817-

respectively. Nothing seems to have survived from Goshen. Stellaland,

20 period. However, this is mainly of academic interest as early covers

however, issued its own stamps which were only valid for internal use.

from this source are rare. An example from 1838 was sold at the Harmers

Although a few covers have survived, they are again very rare. The

auction in 1981 and now, I think, reposes in the Botswanan Postal

likelihood that more will be found is slim indeed.

Museum. Another example from 1840 surfaced a new years later and is

The first major incursion of Europeans into the Bechuanalands came

illustrated (Fig.1). All covers from this source were sent via Dr. Philip in

with the Warren expedition during the early months of 1885. Under

Cape Town who paid the postage and arranged onward transmission.

Sir Charles Warren, a force of about 4,000 men marched north to take

The one shown was written on September 12th but not posted in Cape

over Stellaland and Goshen and generally to pacify the area. The

Town until December 3rd.
Figure 1. The Dr. Philip cover of 1840.

Little development occurred until the 1860's when gold was discovered at

outcome of the expedition was the formation, first, of British

Tati, near the borders of Matabeleland. Mining began there in 1869. As

Bechuanaland and later of the Protectorate beyond the Molopo River. A

the number of minErs were involved one can speculate that some

map of army dispositions published in May 1885 shows that

covers from that source ought to exist. The earliest known letters from

detachments of soldiers were stationed at most villages of any

that region are from the Oates Correspondence. Fifteen are known to

importance along the line of march, stretching from Barkly in the Cape

have survived with more than half originating in the area around Tati

to Mafeking in the north. Most of these villages were the sites of army

and Shoshong which later became the northern part of the Protectorate.

postal and/or telegraph stations which subsequently became the first

Frank Oate was an early explorer in those parts who died there of malaria

post offices or agencies of the civil administration of British

in 1875. None of these envelopes gave any indication of their origin as

Bechuanaland. The first two offices were opened in December 1885 at

the only stamps and postal markings were those of the Transvaal and the

Mafeking and Vryburg.

Cape with the exception of four which went via Natal.

Mail from the above expedition was formerly very scarce until the

The earliest letters into the future Bechuanaland were those sent to

situation was somewhat eased by the release, a few years ago, of the

John Moffat, the fourth son of Robert, in about 1878-80. He was stationed

Methuen covers on to the philatelic market. Col. Paul Methuen, who

at Molepolole at the time. These went via Zeerust in the Transvaal.

raised and commanded a troop of horses for the expedition, was an

About half a dozen covers were recorded.

assiduous correspondent who wrote regularly to his wife. An example (

Later, in the early 1880's, the Boer republics of Stellaland and Goshen

Fig. 2) of such a letter was written at Vryburg on 23 February 1885 and
sent south to join the Cape postal system at Barkly where the 6d
adhesive was cancelled by BONC '232' with the Barkly datestamp
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Figure 2.

Letter from the Methuen correspondence written at Vryburg on 23 February 1885.

applied alongside (1 March 85). The postage for officers was 2d to

then saved by some philatelically aware person from being burnt or

After the establishment of British Bechuanaland in 1885, the white

was E. Isaacs, general dealer, of Mafeking who corresponded with a

the Cape and 6d to the UK.

population rose rapidly, until, by the time of annexation to the Cape
ten years later it stood at about 10,000. During this time the amount of

mail carried increased in proportion and many post offices were
opened.

It is interesting to note how may surviving covers come from

comparatively few commercial sources, which must be due to many

firms having philatelically minded employees on the staff. Occasionally, commercial correspondence entered the philatelic market years
later, after a firm decided to clear out their old records, which were
Figure 3 .

Example of Isaacs correspondence to S. Schreiber of Mainz, Germany.

shredded. One firm which saved large quantities of incoming covers
like minded firm in Germany, S. Schreiber of Mainz. An Isaacs cover
is shown (Fig. 3).

Before 1893 mail from the northern Protectorate was scarce, and
largely of military or police origin from Macloutsi as in the case of

the Sitwell correspondence, or from Mashonaland via Macloutsi, as in
the case of the Pioneer correspondence. Meanwhile, Palapye, which

was headquarters of Chief Khama and the Bamangwato, was increasing
in importance and more covers were seen from there. However, even
by the turn of the century, the white population of
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Palapye was estimated at only 70 persons. Therefore, covers from enterprising firm of general merchants was founded in the 1850's by that source are
not likely to be very abundant. And, while on the H. von Ronn and Henry Schabbel and traded under their names until subject of Khama and
Palapy, if I may digress from covers per se, 1890. It was at that time that the firm name was changed to Dalldorf, Figure 4 illustrates a
delightful letter apparently written for Khama Schabbel & Co. Among their imports were groceries, liquor, soft and signed by him.

goods,

hardware and crockery. Two covers are shown addressed to
Figure 4. Letter written for and signed by Chief Khama dated August 5, 1890.
cover from Mafeking showing Wirsing Brothers
imprint - another well-known trading firm in British
Bechuanaland (Fig. 6).
A further fruitful source was the Standard Bank of
South Africa, particularly for acknowledgement of
receipt

cards,

often

from

and

to

interesting

destinations (Fig. 7) and later on for much of the
registered mail (Fig. 8).
Another important firm in Port Elizabeth was Lennon
&

Co.,

Wholesale,

Retail

and

Manufacturing

Chemists, founded in 1850 by Berry Gray Lennon.
A cover is illustrated (Fig. 9) dated 16 January
1901 from Francistown. The cachet on back is that of
Philip Hoffe, Chemist and Apothecary. Hoffe was an
Irishman whose name was fifth to be placed on the
Irish Registry of Pharmaceutical Chemists when it was
first formed in 1876. He died in April 1908 but
whether or not at Francistown I cannot say.
Incidentally, by 1902, Francistown had a hotel and
a hospital and was a flourishing gold mining center.
Apart from the greater amount of private correspondence from the increasing population, memtion
must be made of the covers generated by the various
stamp dealers whose names crop up regularly. For
example there were W.A.H. Harbor of Mochudi,
Winch Brothers of Colchester (Fig. 10) and Bright
& Son of London. These covers must not be regarded
as "philatelic" as they usually arose in the normal
course of business. By 1899 and the start of the
Boer War the amount of mail increased so as to
render the identification of sources largely redundant.

During the latter part of the 19th century, Port Elizabeth claimed to be
the commercial capital of Cape Colony. Some evidence of this is
provided by postal history. The name "Dalldorf, Schabbel & Co."
appears regularly on covers from all parts of South Africa. This
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Figure 5. An 1894 Dalldorf, Schabbel & Co. cover from
Palapye.
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Figure 8. Example of a Standard Bank of South Africa registered letter.

Figure 9. Front and reverse of a Lennon & Co. cover dated 16 January 1901 from Francistown.

Figure 10. Example of an 1894 stamp dealer, Winch
Brothers of Colchester.
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First Overprinted Stamps of South West Africa - George V
Wim J. Quik - Dutch Philatelic Society of Southern Africa
On 1 January 1923, the overprinted stamps with the head of King George V

The Bottom Left Pane

were issued. The overprint was performed in two languages, every
12
,

other stamp in one of the languages. The first stamp had an English "

space smudge in front of South on stamp 8,

South West Africa" and the second one in Dutch "Zuid-West Afrika",

15, 20, 25, 29, 37, 44,46, 49,58 and 60.
space smudge in front of Zuid on stamp 9, 18,
40
,
50, 57 and 59.
space smudge behind West on stamp 9, 11, 15, 17,
24, 27, 34, 36, 37, 39, 44, 49, 51, 54, 57, 58, 59
and 60.
space smudge in front of Africa on stamp 13, 44,
51, 56 and 60.
space smudge consisting of two or more stops in front
of Africa on stamp 3, 8, 12, 20, 22, 24, 25, 29, 36,
37, 46, 49, 58 and 60.
space smudge behind Africa on stamp 20, 32 and
51.
space smudge consisting of two stops behind
Africa on stamp 56.
space smudge in front of Afrika on stamp 19 and
33.
space smudge behind Afrika on stamp 59.

and so on. "Zuid-West" is in two words with 14mm spacing between the
lines of overprint. These stamps were produced in sheets of 240 and
were overprinted by the Government printer in Pretoria in type set with dull
black ink.
The typeset letter was made of a lead alloy, a very soft material.
During printing, the letters endured a great deal of application so that
many damaged letters appear on the stamps. The white (space block)
which was used to keep the words in place is not as high as the letters.
During the printing process the space block would come up, taking on
some of the ink so that in front or behind the text a square or part of it
became visible. These occurrences are visible on the following stamps:
The Top Left Pane
space smudge in front of South on stamp 24 and 36.
space smudge behind West on stamp 35, 36, 46,
51, 53 and 58.
space smudge existing of two or more stops in
front of Africa on stamp 10, 24, 29, 34, 36, 37 and 48.
Stamp Numbering of the Upper Left Pane

The Bottom Right Pane
space smudge in front of South on stamp 24, 37,
41 and 49.
space smudge in front of Zuid on stamp 40.
space smudge behind West on stamp 27, 36, 39 and
53.
space smudge consisting of two or more stops in front
of Africa on stamp 8, 24, 25, 37 and 49. space
smudge in front of Afrika on stamp 2. space smudge
behind Afrika on stamp 42.

The entire series was overprinted with "SPECIMEN" which was
printed vertically in the bottom left corner. The overprint dimensions
were 16'/ mm x 2 mm. Beware of forgeries which have different
dimensions. Forgeries also have letters of different font types.

The 1/2d Green Shades, Control Nos. 5 & 6 There
were 300,000 pairs of this denomination printed. Key
varieties:

The Upper Right Pane
space smudge in front of South on stamp 46, 56 and
48.
space smudge behind West on stamp 49 and 56.
space smudge consisting of two or more stops in front
of Africa on stamp 8 and 39. space smudge behind
Afrika on stamp 18.

a) "Africa" or "Afrika" only
b) "Afrika" above "South West", or "Africa" above "ZuidWest"
c) "South West", or "Zuid-West" only d)
overprint misplaced to the left e)
overprint misplaced to the right.
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Varieties by row:
2-4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "
r" in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South.
6- 1 Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5
Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes a cut
through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
10- 7 "Afrik" missing, sometimes there is a small dot on
the "i" in Zuid.
10- 8 Broken "r" in Africa.
1 1 - 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 1 Stubbed foot of "Z" in Zuid.
12- 2 "t" missing from West or appearing as a dot, and
flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West. 131
Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa.
13- 4 Broken top of "f" in Afrika, known as the
"Arrika" variety, not constant.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop, broken "i" in Africa and "t" in West
for a third visible.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 "t" in West for half visible and broken "r".
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 155 Broken ':h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of
the "t" shows, not constant.
17- 5 Raised "fr" in Africa, only in some sheets.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
1 8 - 2 Broken top of "f" van Africa, known as the "
Arrica" variety.
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 1 9 - 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.

19- 5
19- 9

Foot of "f" is pointed.
White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", some
times faint marks over space between South
and West.
19-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, not
constant.
20- 2 "Afr ica.", with spacing; or
"Africa .", ica moved to the left, but stop left
behind; or
"Africa. ", after two corrections finally
printed right.
And space smudge between South and West.
20- 6 Dropped stop in some sheets. 20- 7 Short left leg
of "A" in Afrika.
20- 8 South Wes, the "t" entirely missing in some
sheets and small stop.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.
Pair: ?- ? On left stamp black marking in middle of "S" in
South and on right stamp stubbed foot of "Z"
in Zuid.
The Id Red Shades, Control Nos. 6 & 7

There were 180,00 pairs printed for this denomination. Key
varieties:
a) "Africa" or "Afrika" only
b) "Afrika" above "South West", or "Africa" above "
Zuid-West"
c) "South West", or "Zuid-West" only d)
overprint misplaced to the left e)
overprint misplaced to the right f)
overprint inverted.
Varieties by row:
2- 4 No

right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 26 Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under
"r" in Afrika. 3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5
Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1

also

Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa. 8-11
Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
10- 7 Dot on the "i" in Zuid entirely missing. 10- 8
Broken "r" in Africa. 11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in
Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line, not constant.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South, not constant.
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11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 1 Stubbed foot of "Z" in Zuid, not constant.
12- 2 "t" missing from West or appearing as a dot,
not constant, and flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West. 13- 1 Broken
"i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa.
13- 4 Broken top of "f" in Afrika, known as the
"Arrika" variety, not constant.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop and Wes variety, in some sheets
the bottom is missing.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 'f' in West for half visible and broken 'f'.
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5
Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of
the "t" shows, not constant.
17- 5 Raised "fr" in Africa, only in some sheets.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
19-11 Faint hyphen between South and West.
20- 2 "Africa.", positioned to the left, not constant.
And space smudge between South and West. 206 Dropped stop, error "Afr.ica" in some sheets. 20- 7
Short left leg of "A" in Afrika, not constant. 20- 8
Broken "t" in West, only the lower half, not
constant and small stop.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.
Pair: ?- ?

Left stamp with English print and right stamp has
stubbed foot of "Z" in Zuid.

The 2d Purple Shades, Control Nos. 1 & 2
There were 180,000 pairs of this denomination produced.
Key varieties:
a) overprint misplaced to the left
b) overprint misplaced to the right
c) overprint inverted
d) perforation through bottom margin

Varieties by row:
2- 4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "
r" in Afrika. 3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
4
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken 'Y' in Africa. 8-11
Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
11-2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.
13- 1
Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid. 14-2 Broken "i"
in Africa. 14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 Broken "r".
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5
Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of
the "t" shows, not constant.
17- 5 Raised "fr" in Africa, only in some sheets.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 1 9 - 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
19-11 Faint hyphen between South and West. 2 0 - 2
Mark between South and West. 20- 6 Dropped stop
in some sheets. 2 0 - 7 Short left leg of "A" in
Afrika.
20- 8 South Wes, the "t" is entirely missing but
Wes is followed by a thin space mark.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.
1

S
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The 3d Blue Shades, Control. No. 1
There were 60,000 pairs of this denomination printed.
Varieties by row:
2- 4
No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 26 Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "
r" in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1
Thin lower loop of "S" in South.
6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5
Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes a cut
through "f".
8- 6
Broken "r" in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.
13- 1 Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14-2 Broken "i" in Africa.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 Broken "r".
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West.
15- 5 Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the. "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
2 0 - 2 Mark between South and West. 20- 6 Dropped
stop in some sheets. 20- 7 Short left leg of "A" in
Afrika. 20- 8 Small stop behind "a" of Africa. 20-12
Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

The 4d Orange-yellow & Sage-green Shades, Control No. 1
There were 36,000 pairs of this denomination printed. Varieties by row:
2- 4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa.
2- 6 Flat sided top of "S" in South.
3- 2 Dot under "r" in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of 'h" in South.
5- 1
Thin lower loop of "S" in South.
6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1
Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
10- 7 Dot on the "i" in Zuid entirely missing. 10- 8
Broken "r" in Africa. 11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in
Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South. 11- 8
Nick in left side of "A".
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 1 Stubbed foot of "Z" in Zuid, not constant. 12- 2
Flaw in centre of "W". 12- 6 Small stop and short "t"
in West. 13- 1
Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa.
13- 4 Broken top of "f" in Afrika, known as the
"Arrika" variety, not constant.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop, broken "i" in Africa and "t" in
West for a third visible.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1
"t" in West for half visible and broken "r". 154 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5 Broken "h"
and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of
the "t" shows, not constant.
17- 5 Raised "fr" in Africa, only in some sheets.
17- 8 Faint stop.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
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19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West. 202 "Africa . " positioned to the left, not constant.
Mark between South and West, in some
sheets a broken and dropped "t" in West.
20- 3 Broken "t" in West, not constant. 20- 6
Dropped stop in some sheets. 20- 7 Short
left leg of "A" in Afrika.
20- 8 Sometimes the bottom half of the "t" in West
is missing and on some sheets there is a small
stop.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

The 6d Black and Violet Shades, Control No. 1
There were 36,000 pairs of this denomination printed. Key
variety:
Plate variety broken or no "Z" to Zuid on stamp.

15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of
the "t" shows.
17- 8 Faint stop,, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
'
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", some
times faint marks over space between South
and West.
20- 2 Mark between South and West. 206 Dropped stop. 20- 7 Short left leg of "A"
in Afrika.
20- 8 Sometimes a half of the "t" in West is missing
and a small stop behind Africa. 2012 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

Varieties by row:
2- 4
No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa.
2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 32 Dot under "r" in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1
Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes a
cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West. 131
Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop, broken "i" in Africa and "t" in West
for a third visible.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 "t" in West for half visible and broken "r".
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5
Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.

The is Orange-yellow Shade, Control No. 1
Varieties by row:
2-4
No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa.
2- 6 Flat sided top of "S" in South. 32 Dot under "r" in Afrika. 3- 8 Broken
stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1
Thin lower loop of "S" in South.
6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa. 8-11
Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.
13- 1 Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop, broken "i" in Africa and "t" in
West for a third visible.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 "t" in West for half visible and broken 'f'. 15- 4
Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5 Broken "h"
and "t" in South West.
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15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the left
side of the "W" which is broken, others the
right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken 'T' in West.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
20- 2 Mark between South and West. 20- 6 Dropped
stop.
20- 7 Short left leg of "A" in Afrika.
20- 8 About half of the "t" in West visible and small stop
behind Africa.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

The 1s3d Violet Shades, Control No. 1
There were 15,000 pairs of this denomination printed.
Key variety:
overprint inverted.
Varieties by row:
2-4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "
r" in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes a cut
through "f".
8- 6 Broken 'Y' in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
10- 7 Small dot on the "i" in Zuid.
10- 8 Broken "r" in Africa.
1 1 - 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
1 2 - 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West. 131
Broken "i".

13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa.
13- 4 Broken top of "f" in Afrika, known as the
"Arrika" variety.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop, broken "i" in Africa and 'T' in
West for a third visible.
14-11 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1
"t" in West for half visible and broken "r". 15- 4
Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5 Broken "h"
and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, ?n some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 5 Raised "fr" of Africa, only in some sheets.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 2 Broken top of "f" in Afrika, known as the
"Arrica" variety.
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
20- 2 "Africa . " positioned to the left.
Mark between South and West, in some
sheets broken and dropped "t" in West.
20- 6 Dropped stop in some sheets. 20- 7 Short
left leg of "A" in Afrika. 20- 8 Small stop behind "
a" of Africa. 20-12 Small stop behind "a" of
Africa.

The 2s6d Purple & Green Shades, Control No. 1
Varieties by row:
2- 4
No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa.
2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 32 Dot under "r" in Afrika. 3- 8 Broken
stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa. 811 Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
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11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West. 131
Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop and "t" in West for a third visible. 14-11
White dot in "t" in West. 15- 1
"t" in West for half
visible and broken "r". 15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in
West. 15- 5 Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3
Small stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
20- 2 Mark between South and West. 20- 7 Short left leg
of "A" in Afrika. 20- 8 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.
20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.
12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.
13- 1 Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 13- 8
White dot in "Z" in Zuid.
14- 2 Small stop and "t" in Wes for a third visible. 1411 White dot in "t" in West.
15- 1 "t" in West for half visible and broken "r".
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5
Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances completely missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".
19- 1 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa. 19- 2
Smudge above hyphen of Zuid-West. 19- 3 Small
stop.
19- 5 Foot of "f" is pointed.
19- 9 White dot in "h" and a cut through "a", faint
marks over space between South and West.
20- 2 Mark between South and West. 20- 7 Short left
leg of "A" in Afrika. 20- 8 Small stop behind "a" of
Africa. 20-12 Small stop behind "a" of Africa.

The 10s Deep Blue & Olive Shades, Control No. 1
There were 1,200 pairs of this denomination printed. Varieties
by row:
The 5s Purple & Blue Shades, Control No. 1

2-4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "
r" in Afrika. 3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1
Thin lower loop of "S" in South.
6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5
Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa. 811 Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
11-2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A", is not constant.
11-11 Faint hyphen between South and West, is
apparently constant.

There were 2,400 pairs of this denomination printed.
Varieties by row:
2-4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2- 6
Flat sided top of "S" in South. 3- 2 Dot under "r"
in Afrika.
3- 8 Broken stop.
3-11 Missing right stroke of "t" in West and
broken top of "h" in South.
5- 1 Thin lower loop of "S" in South. 6- 1
Broken right leg of "k" in Afrika.
6- 5 Cut through "fr", of which the "r" is also
bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1 Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and sometimes a
cut through "f".
8- 6
Broken "r" in Africa.
8-11 Broken "t" in West.
10- 6 Broken "t" in West.
11- 2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.
11- 3 Faint dropped stop in the form of a short thin
oblique line.
11- 5 Broken "S" in South.
11- 8 Nick in left side of "A". is not constant.
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12- 2 Flaw in centre of "W".
12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.

1 2 - 2 Flaw in centre of "W".

15- 1

15- 1 "t" in West for half visible and broken
15- 4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5
Broken "h" and "t" in South West.
i5- 6 Broken "W" in West,.An some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve of

12- 6 Small stop and short "t" in West.

13- 1 Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in
Africa.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid. 142 Small stop and "t" in West 1 4 - 1 1 for a third visible.
White dot in "t" in West.

13- 1 Broken "i".
13- 3 Partly broken top of "f" in Africa.
13- 8 White dot in "Z" in Zuid. 142 Small stop and "t" in West 14-11 for a third visible.
White dot in "t" in West.

"t" in West for half visible and broken "r". 15-

4 Missing right stroke of "t" in West. 15- 5 Broken

"h" and "t" in South West.
15- 6 Broken "W" in West, in some cases it is the
left side of the "W" which is broken, others
the right side.
15- 7 Small stop.
16- 8 Broken "t" in West.
17- 1 Broken "t" in West, only the lower curve
the "t" shows, not constant.
17- 8 Faint stop, in some instances
missing.
17-11 Broken top of "h".
18- 8 Nick in right side of "W".

of

completely

The £1 Green & Red, Control No. 1

There were 1,200 pairs of this denomination printed.

This completes the listing of varieties for the first overprinted issues of

South West Africa. The following pages illustrate a sample of sixteen of the

Varieties by row:

2-4 No right cross stroke of "f" in Africa. 2-

bent, in Afrika.
7-11 Mark between South West.
8- 1
Thin left leg of "A" in Afrika and
a cut through "f".
8- 6 Broken "r" in Africa. 811 Broken "t" in West. 10- 6
Broken "t" in West.
11-2 Flaw in top of "A" in Afrika.

listed known varieties.
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Figure 1. Varieties a and b on ld.

Figure 4. Overprint inverted on ld.

Figure 5. Variety 8 - 1, thin left leg of "A" in Africa.

Figure 6. Variety 10 - 6, broken "t" in West.
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Figure 10. Top: 14 - 2, small stop, broken "i" in Africa, 'T'

Figure 11. Variety 17 - 5, raised "fr" in Africa.

in West for third visible; bottom: 15 - 1,"t"
in West for half visible, broken "r".

Figure 13. Variety 18 - 2, broken top of 'f', "Arrica".

Figure 12. Variety 17 - 2, faint stop.

Figure 14. Variety 20 - 2, "Afri ca."
Figure 9. Variety 11 - 11, faint hyphen between South and West.

Figure 16. Variety 20 - 8, broken "t" in West.

Figure 15. Variety 20 - 6, "Af.rica" error.
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Early Reminiscences of East Africa and the East Africa Study Circle
Peter Chantry - East Africa Study Circle

Those of you who have the time to pause for a few minutes to read

introduced to specialist stamp dealers and becoming aware of philatelic

this short article will probably be someone rather like myself, a person who

auction houses. Later, that I would join a study group where I would

has spent many years of his life in Africa; a person who has spent

meet fellow collectors with the same interest as myself! It was the

time in learning about the particular area of Africa which he has lived; has

beginning of philatelic learning and of a growing interest in the

made a study of its background history; a person who has an interest

fascinating field of postal history.

in philately and who has, over the years, acquired some stamps and

The philatelic extent of East Africa is vast. It may not seem so when

postal history. In my case, the area of Africa is that of East Africa

looking in the various catalogues to find that your interests covers just

comprising Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar.

a very few pages but as we all know, philately does not start with

I was one of a fortunate few to have spent almost all his adult

collecting Stanley Gibbons (SG) #1 onwards. In East Africa, there was

working life in East Africa; a working life that was full of travel

great interest in exploration, particularly with expeditions to find the

adventure and, of course, business from the early 50's to the mid-80's.

source of the River Nile. There was also an influx of missionaries,

This period included service in remote areas from the Southern

military expeditions and private enterprise with the founding of the

Province of Tanganyika bordering on Portuguese East Africa, to the

British East Africa Company (Fig. 1), all of which contributed to the

Ruwenzori mountains on the Uganda-Congo border.

further founding of various postal services for which one needs to go

It was while stationed in the old and remote Portuguese coastal

back to the 1870's for such a study. Colonial

settlement of Kilwa in Tanganyika in the early 50's that my interest in
philately was reawakened. Kilwa, I might add, is quite a remote

expansion saw German interest

in German East Africa while the
was centered in British Each Africa,

posting with the only other Europeans being the District Commissioner

British field of influence

and his subordinate. I was cut off from an active social life so I found

Zanzibar and Uganda.

myself relying heavily on my books, stamps and a battery operated

To many, East Africa will probably represent the country we know as

record player to fill those hours when left entirely to myself.

Kenya. In fact, East Africa represents a surprisingly interesting mixture

Up to that time I had collected Great Britain and while serving in

of countries and includes: Zanzibar, British East Africa, Uganda,

Germany as a soldier, the stamps of that country. As I was now in

German East Africa, East Africa & Uganda Protectorates, Kenya &

East Africa I had no difficulty in choosing my next collecting subject. It

Uganda, The Mandated Territory of Tanganyika; Kenya, Uganda &

was simply a question of buying mint blocks of the QEII issues and

Tanganyika, The Republic of Tanzania, The Republic of Kenya and

working my way backwards. Little did I know at the time what a

Uganda (from independence).

tremendous field of philately I had entered or that I would be

There are fascinating forerunners-German P.O.'s in Lamu and
Zanzibar,

Figure 1.

the

Dorset, England, cancelled "MOMBASA / JU 24 / 90" (ex Danson, Minto).

Indian stamps used in East Afetc.

in

issues,

A unique British East Africa Company cover with vertical strip of five 1 anna on 2d (SG 2), addressed to

rica,

P.O.'s

Wituland

French

There

Zanzibar
was

and

also

the

expansion of colonial development
that saw the construction of railways
in both German and British East
Africa and the introduction of TPO
cancellations. In addition, there
are the sea mail cancellations of
the German and French shipping
lines and, of course, much later,
the

introduction

of

air

mail

services. Each of these areas is a
specialized and
utterly fascinating field of study.
The area has seen two world wars
and the war fought in German
East Africa is yet another area of
study with the gradual conquest

War from the North African Campaign and the establishment of

There is also extremely keen interest in the early inward Zanzibar mails and

role in both of these world conflicts.

subject of Uganda in this context, it is perhaps strange to record that

camps and the mail from them. Censorship also forms an important
Uganda is, in my humble opinion, one of the most interesting of all, not

only from the fact that the River Nile has its source in that country,

but also stemming from its turbulent history as well as the contribution

a study of these can be very rewarding indeed. Returning to the

inward covers to Uganda have not survived prior to the turn of century.
What a tremendous find it would be to locate an old family archive

which contains some of these early inward covers. Such a find would surely

that the missionaries had in helping to establish a postal service within the

stir the blood of many a collector - it would mine!

It has been stated that the early typewritten stamps of Uganda are

Africa is one that was written by David Livingstone, dated "Ujiji

country and beyond.

amongst the most uninteresting stamps ever produced. On this point I
simple cannot agree. These were primarily local issues produced on a
typewriter. Further, the "coin of the realm" was the "Cowrie shell".
As far as I am aware, no other stamps have been issued in such a
currency.

In this modem day and age it is, perhaps, difficult to believe that

stamps were typewritten at all, let alone in Cowrie Shell values.

However, with no other working printing apparatus available and no
monetary currency, this does make for a unique stamp; and dull in
appearance it may be but its simplicity served the purpose and, believe

Perhaps one of the most famous of all known entires sent from within East

November 1871", following his famous meeting with Henry Morton
Stanley. The letter in question was included in a Hessian satchel
together with other letters and brought back by Stanley to the coast.

Figure 3 illustrates the letter's cover, Figures 4 and 5 letter pages one and
two, respectively. This particular envelope and letter From Dr.

Livingstone is to his friend Dr. Edwin Seward. It was handed by
Livingstone to Stanley at Ujiji and delivered to Zanzibar by Stanley
where this historical letter was forwarded to Dr. Seward in India.

The following is an extract from Mr. Stanley's despatches to the New

me, it is extremely difficult and costly to put a few of these stamps

York Herald:

Early inward mail is also of great interest and quite rare for certain

alone have a few more steps to make. There is a group of the most respectable

shown in Figure 2. The sender was one Major Charles H.U. Price, an

has a cap with a gold band around it, his dress is a short jacket of red blanket cloth,

Masindi to George Wilson, Assistant Commissioner, Kampala. Wilson

our hats and I say: 'Dr. Livingstone, I presume?' And he says yes'. I say to

together.

"The expedition at last comes to a halt; the journey is ended for a time; but I

areas within the East African grouping. Take, for example, the cover

Arabs, and as I come nearer I see the white face of an old man among them. He

officer in the military and civil command, Unyoro District, writing from

and his pants - well, I didn't observe. I am shaking hands with him. We raise

was acting Commissioner in the civil command of Uganda at the time of

him, 'Doctor, I thank God I have been permitted to shake hands with you. "'

the Sudanese Mutiny, September 1897. He was responsible for

organizing the postal service in Uganda, with the cooperation C.M.S.
in March of 1895.

I hope this short article will have whetted your philatelic appetite. If you

are interested in becoming a member of this happy group of
collectors, the incoming Hon. Secretary is John Harvey. He will be

Figure 2. Uganda Protectorate cover cancelled "MASINDI / DE / 1 / 98" from Maj. Chas. Price to G. Wilson. (
Author's collection).

very pleased indeed to hear from

anyone who would like to have more
information. There are regular inhouse auctions of purely East African

material, a bulletin that is issued
three times a year, as well as a

growing

library

of

reference

books. If you want to know more
please write to Mr. Harvey at 22

High Street, Mepal, Cambs, CB6
2AW, England, U.K.
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Figure 3. Letter cover from Dr. Livingstone to his friend Dr. Edwin

Seward handed to Stanley at
Ujiji (ex-Chantry).

Figure 4.

First page of the letter from
Livingstone to Dr. Seward.

Figure 5. Second page of the letter from Livingstone to Dr. Seward.
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Much interest was aroused in the postmarks of the Orange Free State
when the late A. C. Fenn published his original study on the subject in
1956 (1). One of those who became completely absorbed was A. G. M.
Batten, Archie to his many friends who, sadly, died last year.
Archie wrote a number of books (2) and many articles, especially in the
South African Philatelist on both the postmarks and postal history. His
last book, The Postmarks of the Orange Free State and Orange River
Colony 1868-1910, published in 1976, is still looked upon as the main
authoritative work for students.

that on 'the 1st April 1856 the Postmaster General, A. B. Roberts,

Since the publication of his last book, new information has been, from

brought into use for the first time date-stamps and scales with weights to

time to time, submitted the the Orange Free State Study Circle. This

weigh letters. But the marks we are considering are of course not date-

new information concerns earlier and later dates of usage of individual

stamps. Perhaps the PMG expected postmasters to write the date in the

marks. Even a few completely new postmarks for certain towns and

space left in the middle of the mark? This is supported by a cover in the

villages have been found and reported. But, as with any publication on

Bezuidenhout collection with a Harrismith mark which does have a

a subject, the information provided tends to cover the areas on which

manuscript date of "26.7.1856" in the center. Also from Harrismith in

facts are known as well as those areas about which less is known

the Weinstein collection, one is found with a manuscript date of "16.9.

which tended to be overlooked. The purpose of the article is to draw

57".

attention to some of these latter areas in the hope that readers might be

Other covers I have recorded include one to Swellendam with a

able to help with the study of material in their own collections, or,

Winburg mark with a transit date "30.7.1858" (a Welz sale a few

alternatively, know of sources which could perhaps provide answers.

years ago) and, in my own collection, from Smithfield with a transit mark of

The "BETAALD" Handstamps

"1.7.1861" (Fig. 2).

It is perhaps curious that, although the Cape of Good Hope had postal

Figure 2. The Smithfield "BETAALD" on cover to Cape Town via Burghersdorp.

handstamps since 1806, the Orange Free State, under the control of the
British during the Orange River Sovereignty period 1848-1854, did
not. The only postal markings found on correspondence of the time
were in manuscript form. The explanation must be that the amount of
mail was so insignificant that it did not warrant the expense, or
bother, of making a handstamp.
In 1854 the British left the territory and the Orange Free State was
proclaimed a Republic. The volume of mail increased requiring the
appointment of a Postmaster General and the establishment of a
modest postal system. It appears that it was felt that handstamps were
needed to record the payment of postage. As a result, covers are found
with a round mark showing the name of the Post Office around the
upper half and the world "BETAALD", i.e., "PAID, around the lower half

By the end of 1856 it is reported that there were post offices open at

(Fig. 1). Five different town names with this mark have been recorded so

Bloemfontein, Smithfield, Winburg, Harrismith, Fauresmith, Philippolis

far: Bloemfontein, Fauresmith, Harrismith, Smithfield and Winburg.

and Kroonstad. Did these last three have similar handstamps? I have

The earliest date I have noted for one of these marks is 27th May

an entire from Fauresmith to Bloemfontein dated "22.9.1859" with a

1856, this being on a Bloemfontein to Cape Town cover (ex

manuscript

"Betaald/F.Smith 22.9.59." in the top right corner of the front (Fig.

Newlands). A cover from the same correspondence dated 17th March 1856,

3) which suggests that Fauresmith perhaps did not have the handstamp at

again to Cape Town, does not have the mark but has "Betaald" in

that date. However, Putzel records a mark for Fauresmith (no date) in hit

manuscript. One is thus tempted to assume that these handstamps were

series The Postmarks of South Africa (3).

introduced around about April 1856 and, in fact, it is recorded

The latest date I have noted for the use of the above stamp is "15.1.
1867", this being a Smithfield Betaald cancelling a Cape rectangular
on the front of part of a newspaper of the above date (Bezuidenhout
collection). On the otherhand, I have an entire from Bloemfontein to
Beaufort West dated "4.3.1863" which does not have

the handstamp, the postal markings being in manuscript (Fig. 4). There
are others of this period, 1856 to 1868 having only manuscript
markings where one might expect to find a "BETAALD" stamps.

Are they perhaps all fictitious? I think not. But having had handstamps

which identified the source town of posting, why discontinue the practice

in 1868? Named postmarks were not again

Figure 3. A manuscript "Betaald/F.Smith 22.9.59." on entire from Fauresmith to Bloemfontein.

seen until 1872. Why were they not used for all

outgoing mail? Perhaps the ink on the pads ran dry

with the hot weather! Why was not the amount of
postage paid not indicated, as in most cases it was

not? So, this is the first example of some of the

intriguing postmarks of the Free State, together

with a few of the questions they raise. If readers

have, or know of examples of these marks I
would be most interested to hear from them.
The Cork Cancels
The cork cancels came into use in 1868 with the
introduction of postage stamps (Fig. 6). I consider
these marks as some of the most exasperating I

know of as practically nothing is known of their
town of origin.
It does seem odd, at first, that countries should
have methods of cancelling their postage stamps

Figure 4. An 1863 entire from Bloemfontein to Beaufort West without the BETAALD mark.

that do' not include the name of the town of

posting. The United Kingdom had Maltese

Cross handstamps for the first penny blacks and
penny reds and they continued in use as cancellers for

over ten years in a fee places. But of course the

purpose of any cancellation is to ensure that the
postage stamp is not re-used. Looking at it from the
point of view of the Orange Free State in 1868,
firstly the stamps issued on the 1st January of that

year were the country's first postage stamps which

were intended for internal use only.
The stamps themselves were obviously issues of the
Orange Free State (OFS) and in themselves were a

receipt of the postage paid which was correct for any
distance within the OFS. So there was no apparent
reason for noting on the envelope the place of
We have a situation, therefore, where it seems that handstamps were

introduced in 1856 at certain post offices, but perhaps not all. It is also

important to note that these marks were not used for all mail. These
handstamps continued in used until 1867 or 1868. To complicate matters,
the marks have been forged and are difficult to identify from the genuine

(Fig. 5).

Figure 5. A considered forgery of the
Bloemfontein BETAALD (
reduced).

posting. In addition, of course, the cost of making

handstamps with names was an unwanted expense. All that was

needed, therefore, was a form of cancellation to prevent the stamps

being fraudulently re-used.

Natal was an exception to the internal use restriction as a reciprocal

arrangement for the exchange of mail, properly applied stamps within its
country of origin, without further charge had been agreed some years

previously. OFS covers with cork cancels addressed to Natal are
therefore known (Fig. 7).

Over twenty different types of cork cancels have been seen, but very

few have been identified and linked with the name of a town.
Examples on cover are rare and those that do exist seldom have any

Figure 6. Nine of the many different cork cancellations recorded.

indication of origin. Occasionally a cover is seen which has the stamp
cancelled with a cork mark and, alongside, a circular handstamp for a
town with a date after 1872, when the first dated handstamps were
introduced. It is tempting to presume that the cork cancel can be identified
with the town name, but it is more likely that the cork cancellation was
impressed in a village for which a circular dated hand stamp had not yet
been issued, and the town handstamp was merely a
transit mark (Fig. 8).
v
The only mark I know which can probably be identified is one I have
which bears a manuscript note on the reverse "Mentz H/Loon/
Utrecht/Smithfield" which possibly refers to Figure 9.
Other Dumb Cancellations
"Dumb" cancellations are sometimes found on stamps issued after the
British Occupation in 1900 which can form a fascinating study,
especially if found on card or cover. They are considered to have
been used as an improvisation due to the normal

Figure 7.

Durban arrival stamp (JUL 12 1872) on reverse, but town of origin unknown.

datestamp being missing. A particularly interesting one
was used at Rouxville in October/November 1900 (Fig.
10). A number of postcards have been recorded with
what can only really be described as a splodge of the
cancellation, the mark being different on each one.
The Anglo-Boer War was particularly traumatic for
Rouxville. It is recorded that the burghers of Rouxville
were called up under General J.H. Olivier. With the
British Occupation Lord Roberts sent the inhabitants of
the town to a concentration camp on the Kraai River
resulting in the town being deserted for two years. The
post office handstamp would have been lost or destroyed at
this time.
T h e "B.E." Cancellation
When OFS collectors think of intriguing postmarks of the
Orange Free State, the mark that first springs to the
minds of most is the "B.E." cancellation (Fig. 11). What
can the initials "B" and "E" stand for? The handstamp

Figure 8. A fine cork cancel alongside a Bloemfontein double circle dated FE 17 1879.

was in use over 100 years ago and still we do not know
for certain. I can only give you the evidence.
Firstly it is a common mark - and this is one of the
reasons why it is so extraordinary that we do not know
what it means. It is found primarily on low value stamps
examples of which include known cancelling stamps on
newspaper wrappers. Therefore, it is fairly safe to
assume that use of the cancellation may have had
something to do with the posting of newspapers.
The "B.E." cancellation does not incorporate a date which
makes it uncertain as to when it first came into use.
However, based upon the stamps on which it is found, it
would seem to have been introduced in the

Figure 10. The Rouxville "splodge" on a card dated 13 Nov. 1900.

Figure 9. Cover probably with the Smithfield cork cancel including piece from
reverse most likely indicating sender.

In its last session the Hon. Volksraad took a decision to allow all
newspapers sent by post for delivery in the Free State to be transmitted and
delivered free of postage. This decision allows all colonial and foreign
newspapers and weekly and monthly publications to be free of postage when
they are sent by post in the State, which of course causes a serious loss to our
revenue.

Figure 11. Four rare barred oval numeral postmarks of unknown origin and
the intriguing "B.E." cancellation.

I cannot believe that this was the purpose of those who voted in favour of the
decision and therefore it has been recommended that the decision be changed
in such a way that the free transmission by post will be limited to only such
newspapers as are printed and published in the Free State. "

Is there a clue Here? Perhaps readers might have some ideas. The

argument against "Beyond Environs" is that it is considered unlikely

that the Free State government would have used English words for a
handstamp, which brings me to another interesting postmark.

The "BLOEMFONTEIN" Condensed Postmarks

It was in May 1893 that a neat small round new handstamp with date

was introduced for Bloemfontein to take the place of the rather large

and heavy octagonal handstamp then in use. The new mark was 23mm
early part of the 1890's, possibly mid-1893. It continued in use after

the Occupation as I have six newspaper wrappers with a V.R.I. 1/2d
stamp cancelled with the mark. Interestingly enough a small number
of registered covers are also know with the V.R.I. stamps cancelled

with the "B.E." mark! Opinions vary as to whether these are philatelic
or not, but it is by no means certain either way.

Suggestions considered as to what the initials stand for include: "

in diameter with "BLOEMFONTEIN" curved around the upper rim, "
ORANGE FREE STATE" around the lower half, and the date in the

middle. With such a small area within the circle the letters were, of
course, very close together, hence the description "condensed" given
by collectors (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. The progression (going from left to right) of the "Bloemfontein
Condensed" postmark from English to Afrikaans.

Bloemfontein Express" - but this newspaper was not published until

1907; "Bloemfontein East" - but this branch of the Bloemfontein Post

Office did not open until December 1903: "Beyond Environs" - the
reasoning for this last suggestion rests on the fact that in the 1892/93

period it was decided that newspapers should be sent through the post
without

being

charged

postage.

However,

newspapers

sent

to

destinations outside the OFS were charged. The exact date for when

This particular mark lasted a little over five weeks! It was soon agreed

General, in his Report for the year ending 28th February 1893, stated:

the Free State's mail. Therefore, "ORANGE FREE STATE"

this concession was introduced is not known although the Postmaster

that it was not appropriate to have "Oranje Vrij Staat" in English on

was removed and the mark reappeared without it. A new handstamp was

own collection, for example, I have 13 alphabetical and 25 numerical

made with the letters "O.V.S." and everyone was happy once again!

cancellations on stamps for which I cannot give a town name, and

Given the tenor of the times, if the " B.E." canceller was introduced at

there are others.

about this time, the letters would surely not have stood for English

Conclusion

words?

This brief introduction to some of the OFS postmarks which I,

The Barred Oval Cancellations

personally, find quite fascinating, will perhaps whet the appetite of the

The final category of postal markings we will consider, albeit there are

reader to know more. There is certainly a great deal more that my

others, consist of either a number (Fig. 11) or a Letter (Fig. 13)

friends and I in the Orange Free 'State Study Circle (OFSSC) would

contained within an oval of bars. Generally speaking there are 16 bars

like to know. If anyone feels they might be able to help I should be

for those marks with numbers 1 to 19, and 11 bars for the alphabeticals

delighted to hear from them.

and numbers 20 to 60. There are a few exceptions. These

OFSSC was formed in 1953 and, in addition to Archie Batten's

cancellations, like the cork cancels, again have no indication of the towns

postmark books, three Handbooks have been published on the stamps the

to which they were allocated. The big difference is, however, that when

Free State and Colonial periods. The quarterly Bulletin is constantly

they are found on card or cover there is usually also a town date stamp

publishing new information supplied by members. But, in spite of all

which possibly gives the identification we need. Thus we know the

this research, I sometimes think we could still write a books just on

allocated towns for the 16 bar numerals 1 to 19 and, also, a few of the

the subject of what we do not yet know!

others. One can still slip up though in the identification exercise. For
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Because of the scarcity of cards and covers with these marks there are still
many not yet identified as to the town location of usage. In my

The Post Office Stone
Neville Gomm - Postmark and Postal History Society of Southern Africa
Abstract

Museum.

At the time of compiling this article, it was considered appropriate to

Many Portuguese, French, English and Dutch sailing ships, bound for

write to the South African Museum for more information and a good

the East visited Table Bay from the end of the 16th century. The

illustration of a post office stone. A letter was subsequently received

crews of these ships left letters for one another under the postal stones in

from the South African Cultural History Museum in Cape Town. The

Table Bay because the voyage from Europe to the East lasted

Professional Officer, Mr. P. C. Schoonees, wrote on behalf of the

several months and communication was poor. In addition, storms often

Director that the Museum was the custodian of "a unique collection of

separated the individual ships of a fleet. As such it became the custom

postal stones. "

to incise the name of the ship and the captain, as well as the dates of

As Mr. Schoonees pointed out in his communciation, fifteen stones are

arrival and departure, on the stones. A photograph of one of the

displayed in the Old Supreme Court Building on Adderley Street and

stones as mentioned in the article is the one with the incorrect dates.

four in the Maritime Museum, a satellite of the Cultural History
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It should be common knowledge that the journal of the Postmark and

previous paragraph. If one may deduce from the log entry, it would

Postal History Society of Southern Africa, The Post Office Stone, derives

appear that there was a place on land that vessels ". . . doe use to sets

its name from the engraved stones under or near which letters were left

their names, ... " If there was in fact such a place, it must surely rank as

for other mariners by passing vessels prior to the settlement of the Cape in

the first post office in South Africa!

1652. Perhaps it may be appropriate to give details here from a book

Sir Henry Middleton arrived at Table Bay in July 1610 and wrote: "...

written by Major Raven-Hart (1). In his book the author collected the

I went a-land and found out the names of Captaine Keeling, and others

accounts of visits to the shores of South Africa prior to the arrival of Jan

bound home in January 1609. And also my brother Davids name

van Riebeeck in 1652 to establish a refreshment station.

bound out in August the ninth 1609."

Although these accounts in some instances contained detailed reference to

In February 1611, David Middleton records that on his arrival in Table

everything that happened during a visit to the shores of South Africa,

Bay he "... found that my Brother Sir Henry Middleton had beene there,

only the "postal" information has been extracted for this article. The details

... ". Unless he had been informed by the indigenous people, Middleton

were obtained maily from archival sources, and in many instances had to

could have gained his information only from a post office stone or a

be translated from seven European languages.

letter!

One of the earliest references to letters left at the Cape was in 1501. Pedro

A further reference to letters left at the Cape is by John Saris in

de Ataide, who was with the fleet of P. A. Cabral, was recorded as

August 1611. His log states: "I sent Mr. Cocks in my skiff to the Hand

leaving a letter at Mossel Bay on their return journey. Another source

to see what letters were lefte there... ". The island referred to here is in

recorded the letter as being left by S. de Tovar, also of Cabral's fleet.

all probability Robben Island where those early mariners had left

This is the famous "letter in the boot" of the Mossel Bay post office tree

livestock to multiply away from the dangers of wild animals and theft.

fame.

The island would also have been a safe place to leave letters. Mr.

In December 1607, the fleet of William Keeling put into Table Bay. A party

Cocks returned with a letter left on the island ". . . by Mr. Browne in

sent ashore found a stone on which had been engraved the words: "

the Gloabe directed to me . .. . The letter contained mainly details of

The foure and twentieth of July, 1607, Captaine David Middleton in the

sailing dates. Could the Robben Island be considered to be the second

Consent". Hippon, the master of the flagship, Dragon, left a post office

post office to be established in South Africa?

stone on which had been engraved: 'ANT. HIPPON MA OF T-E

The year 1611 also saw Peter Floris (believed to be Pieter Willems

DRAGON 2.8 DECEMBER 1607'. This stone is to be seen in the South

van Elbing) touching in at Table Bay on a journey to the East. His log

Africa Museum in Cape Town. Hippon had been on a previous

recorded on 6th June that they had given some letters to the captain

expedition around the cape when he was the master of a vessel called

of a vessel that was spending several months in Table Bay. The letters

the Susan of which William Keeling was the commander. This expedition

were " ... to the company and particular friends... " and contained

under Sir James Lancaster was in Table Bay in 1601. The stone

details of what had happened to them.

mentioned above was engraved by Hippon during his first visit, so it

A log kept by Edward Dodsworth in 1614, contains the following

in fact has two inscriptions. No mention has been made as to whether

reference on June the 19th: "we founde engraven upon the stones the

any letters were left with the stone.

arival of the Expedition homwardes. . . ". There was also reference to the

In another log of the voyage of William Keeling, there was an entry as

finding of several other engraved stones bearing details of ship

follows: "Then our generall with other sought amongst the stones for to see

movements.

yf the consent hadd bene heer or not where at length wee found Capt. David

A letter sent to the East India Company in London in 1614, read in part: "At

Middleton in the Consent the 29 July 1607 but no Letter what hee was

our being at the Cape. . . we found by inscription on the stones the

determined to doe. Wee were all gladd to heare of his arryvall heer in

arryval of the both outward and homeward bound ships." The letter was

salvetie. . . " This entry referred to the above-mentioned commander of

from Edward Blitheman at Bantam in the East. Another 1614 document

the ship Consent. Consent was to have been part of William Keeling's

reads: "Told by a Dutchman, unidentified, of a packet of letters' found by

fleet, but had left ahead of them and had arrived in Table Bay during July

them 'on top of a hill . . . 2 miles distant', which seems odd; these

1607. Middleton had therefore left a post office stone to convey the

brought, opened by Milward, and found to be from the factors with

message of his visit.

Downton, read, resealed with a letter from himself and buried by the

The fleet of John Jourdain arrived in Table Bay in 1608. The log

stone where he placed his name ('Post Office' stone) . . . ".

contains the following entry: "And vewing over the where the shipps that

In 1615, while his fleet was in Table Bay, Walter Peyton recorded in the

are bound outward or homeward doie us to sett their names, where we

month of June: "Heare wee understood by the engraven sines of the safe

found the names of Captain Keelling, Captain Hawkens, Captain

arryvall of the twoe pinasses . . .". Peyton's log contains a

Myddleton, and divers others ... ". Keeling is mentioned above and
Hawkins was in his fleet. Middleton is mentioned in the

letters under a ['Post Office] stone at Cape bone Esperance for the

of 1620. During the stay he recorded the following in his log: "

Comaunder of the Shipp cloue... ". And further: "In my opinion it

Towards midday the Pilots Tellier and Soinet who had been for a

weare fits that a stone weare brought out of England of purpose onely to

walk ashore, had found a large stone, under which there were two

hyde letters under, the length thearof might bee fower feete, the

packets of tarred cloth, which may them think that they were letters from

breadth 21/2 feete, & the thickness 5 or 6 inches, upon which the

Flemings or Englishmen. These I delayed opening until I had assembled

Armes of England (or suche lyke) might be engraven, therby to be

the officers of my ship and of the Vice Admiral; and when person

knowne the English stone, because at the aryvall of any Shipp

capable of interpreting them had arrived I had one opened, which

pertaining to the Hon'rable Comp y either homeward or outward

was found to be from the Dutch ... ". Two packets were as described in

bound,,, the Comaunder of them repayring to the same stone, maye be

the previous paragraph.

advised by the letters, of all such things as shalbe requisite hearin the

Archibald Jemison recorded in June 1620 that: "The Lion beinge

Hollanders observe a good ordre they leave their letters alwayes in one

theire com from Endia bound for England sett sailed the 25th of June

place, &onsealed unto thend that after perusall, either the principals,

who carried our letters ... ". Jemison was heading for the East and

or the Copies thearof mayte bee returned under the same again

instead of leaving his letters on land, he passed them to a compatriot for

because some tymes principalls whearin matters of momnent shalbe

delivery.

inserted are fitting (for more their implyers ... thus every of their

A post office stone in the South African Museum shows that John

Comaunaers aryving theare, boath takes & leaves advise ... in which

Wood was in Table Bay during December 1622. A point of special

point we should not muche err in imitating them ...".

interest in the inscription on the stone is that it contains the words: "

A log of John Jourdain records in February 1617: "And on the stones aland

Louk with this line for leteees". A line from the inscription to the edge of

wee sawe that the Amsterdam. .. ".

the stone indicated the direction in which finders of the stone had to

The Dutch mariner, Jacob Dedel, on his outward bout voyage to the

search for letters.

East in 1619, called at Table Bay where he left a "carved" post office stone

In 1622, John Row was returning to England from the East. Orders

recording his visit.

given to him in Batavia included the instruction: "At Saldania Bay

Also in 1619, John Bickley recorded in June that at the Cape they found

search for letters and leave yours, with the dates of arrival and

letters left by Sir Thomas Roe during a visit to Table Bay in the previous

departure ... ". Table Bay was known as Saldania Bay in those days.

month. Bickley said the letters were however too rotted by damp to be

The year 1623 saw Captain Weddell in his ship Jonas, calling at Table

readable.

Bay and leaving letters there that were found by subsequent visitors the

Three ships, Palsgrave, Elizabeth and Home, under Charles Clevenger,

same year. A post office stone in the main post office in Cape Town

called at Table Bay in 1619, on their way to Bantam. A post office stone in

records the visit of Captain Richard Blyth in the London during the second

the South African Museum gives the duration of their stay as being from

half of March in 1623.

23 June to 20 July.

The Icelander, Joh Olafsson, in 1623, called at Saldania Bay and then

When Captain Robert Adams left letters during a visit to Table Bay in

sailed on to Table Bay for further replenishment. While in Table Bay, it

1619, they were found the following year by William Hore. One of the

was recorded in the log: ". . . we took our letters ashore (buried in blos 'in

post office stones in the South African Museum records the call in Table

a very deep hole, over which a post was set up' with name of ship etc.)

Bay as being from 29 November to 12 December.

... those homeward bound take the letters of those outward bound. .."

At the end of his visit to Table Bay in January 1620, William Hore recorded
that he had left letters for " ... any that should arrive after us ... ".

In June 1623, John Bickley was in Table Bay. His log for the first of

Letters from Stephen Verhagen in the Goude Leeuw in 1620, were found at

Captain John Weddell, as mentioned above. On June 6th, Bickley

Table Bay by a subsequent visitor, Augustin de Beaulieu, who gave the

recorded that they had buried letters ". . . under a stone for our friends that

following description of the opening of the mail: "We first undid a

:.mould come at the Cape after us. .. ".

sound tarred cloth, then found a slab of lead enveloping the whole

In 1624, Thomas Kerridge on board the Jonas wrote that they had

the month recorded that they had found the letters that had been left by

packet, then two thicknesses of new sailcloth, then a piece of red woollen,

found inscriptions left is April 1624 by the Dolphin which was

the whole covering a small bag of coarse cloth, in which were the

homeward bound, but that the letters from the Dolphin had gone, taken

letters, quite dry and the paper as fresh as it if were just come from the

by the Dutch or the Danes. Kerridge was in the fleet of William Minors,

mill". A rather elaborate method of protecting the mail from the elements.

which had set sail on 29 July 1624. Two post office stones in the South

One wonders whether all packets were as elaborately protected?

Africa Museum record the visit of Minor's fleet. In Minor's own log

The fleet of Augustin de Beaulieu was in Table Bay during March

there is an entry to the effect that ". . . our master sent a

boate ashore to looke for letters but they were taken away beefore

Hada brought us letters that Capt. Slade left with him . . . ". The

onely wee founde written uppon a stone of the Starr. ...".

letters contained details of the movements of other ships. It is thought

Two Dutch ships returning from Batavia reached Table Bay at the

that the man called Hada could also have been called Thomas.

beginning of 1626. A log recording reads: "On January 22 we arrived at

Peter Mundy, who was in Table Bay from 13 to 22 May, 1634, wrote: "

the roads of the Cape of Good Hope, where we found letters of the ship

Upon our departure the roade wee left letters of advice on the Shoare

Middelburgh." The Middelburgh had left Table Bay towards the end of

in the Bay, and in the Shallopp were sent the Coppies of them to the

December 1625.

Said Island, where went the Master and my selfe. There we found

In another reference to mail, Pieter van den Broeck wrote: "... we sailed

Hadda, one of their Countrie people whom Captaine (John) Pynne

on the 26th (Frebruary 1630) after I had buried my letters on shore at

had carried with him into Bantkin and brought againe higher. He

the Table Bay."

spake a little English and delivered upp letters that Captaine Pynne

The vessel, Wappen van Rotterdam, was in Table Bay during January

art his departure left with him. Those letters wee kept and lefte ours

1627 and left an inscription that was found later by another Dutch

with him, adding a Post script of the Contents of those wee carried

ship.

away. ..".

A post office stone in the South African Museum shows that the

Captain John (also known as Joseph) Weddell was in Table Bay again in

William was in Table Bay from 1 to 18 September, 1628.

1635. A post office stone in the South African Museum records the call

Robert Stodart, on his return journey from the East, recorded that they had

by him in the Jonas, homeward bound from Surate having left Table

buried their letters on 16 September 1629.

Bay on the 26th April 1635.

George Willoughbie wrote in a letter dated 12 April 1630: "In this place

Artus Gijsels and his homeward bound fleet of six ships reached Table

wee sought for English letters, but could not find any; we found the Dutch

Bay from Batavia in February 163& Their log includes the following:

packett of letters which wee opened, because wee could find no English

.. our skiff and longboat were rowed ashore for water, and on their

letters, supposing they had taken up our letters, and therein wee

return broughht five natives of the country, of whom two spoke a little

founde English letters left heere by Mr. Alnuts, homeward bound in 1629

English, who handed over to H.E. a letter . . . left by the ship N.

as (Master of Speedwell) & the ships Hart, Expedition and Hopewell, the

Haerlem in her outward passage". The Haerlem was one of the ships in

Coppies whereof wee send you heerwith . . . "

the fleet of Gijsels. The letter in question was left on the outward

During July 1631, John Vian was in Table Bay. There is a post office stone

voyage, presumably in 1637. The fleet departed on March 3, 1638,

in the South African Museum recording his call from the 13th to the 21st.

but before departure a log entry was made, reading: ". . . H.E., seeing that

Another post office stone in the Museum records the visit to Table

the natives now begin to take proper care of the letters, handed over to

Bay of John Hall in 1631, while on his way to the East.

them the following letter to H.E., the Governor General and the Council

A fleet of five Dutch ships left Bativia in January 1632 which were in

of the Indies, promising that when this was properly handed over they

Table Bay from 3 to 29 April. Also for this call there is a post office stone

should be rewarded by whomever they gave it to, as also was done now

in the South African Museum, but it gives the inaccurate dates of 9 to

by his H.E. . . ." Would these be the first "postmen" in South Africa

15 April 1632.

being rewarded in kind for ensuring that letters reached the correct

Andrew Warden arrived in Table Bay in November 1632, and recorded in

people?

his log: ". . . our shalope returned from the Island with letteres that

Hendrik Hagenaar sent a party ashore in Table Bay on March 18, 1638, and

Captaine Wedell had left . . . Weddell had sailed outward in March 1632,

records: ". .. they saw inhabitants of the country, and among others one

and the letters showed that he had called in at Table Bay.

dressed in fine Dutch fashion, who welcomed them and showed them a

The ships Wassenaer, Banda and Egmont were in Table Bay fromn April 7

packet of letters in tarred sailcloth. He ...told how two days

to 11, 1634. There is a post office stone in the South Africa Museum for

previously, five ships had left there, showing them a stone on which

the call of the three vessels, giving the sailing date and adding: "Soeckt

was cut as follows: 'On February 20 Governor Gijsels arrived here,

Brief (Look for letter) ".

and went on to the Fatherland on March 15, 1638, ... Being returned

John Muckness was on board a ship that arrived in Table Bay on June 4,

aboard they opened the packet of letters, but found little information

1634. He wrote in his log that on the same day a small boat ".. . went

therein". On March 3, 1638, the log records: "They got ready their

to Penguine Ild to fetch the blacks over from theare to helpe us with

letters, and sent the smith ashore to cut on a stone the following: The

some refreshing. Amongst which blacks one of them named

Ship Amsterdam arrived on March the 17th and left on the 21st, 1638.
They gave them (two natives) rice and bread, and handed over the
letters to them, agains a promise to look well after them".
In May of 1639, William Bayley also logged that they had found letters
giving details of the coming and going of several ships.

The year 1639 also saw Johan Albrecht von Madelslo arriving in
Table Bay. His log records: "The Dutch have there a certain place or
stone in which they lay letters, so that the other Dutch travellers who
pass may have news of their journey and all else".
On a voyage from Madagascar to France, Francis Caucher wrote in
1644 about Table Bay: 'All ships that touch here, of what Nation

soever, stick a Staff into the Ground, tying a Bottel to the top of it,
and a Paper giving an Account of the Day they came thither, from
whence, and some Particulars of their voyage. .. ".
In February 1646, Johan Sigmund Wurffbain arrived in Table Bay and
recorded: ". . . it had been possible to recognise with a telescope both the
English and the Dutch Caffers (to whom the letters of each Nation were
regularly entrusted) he, the Chief Mate, had gone on to the shore
and asked for the letters from the Dutch Caffer, named Isaac, who however
refused to hand them over, saying that he would himself deliver them". And

What appears above may not be all the "postal" activity that took

further: ". .. bringing the Caffer Isaac, who handed over the letters left

place in Table Bay prior to the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck in 1652, The

there by the Admiral Le Maire . . . Wurffbain said the letters

extracts are only those that were specifically mentioned on the subject.

contained details of matters such as the movement of ships, taking on

Many other ships and fleets touched at the Cape. It is therefore very

water, bartering with the natives for livestock in particular, and the

likely that there was a greater volume of leaving and finding of letters

recovery of sick sailors. Also: "Mr. Wurffbain now found all his empty

and post office stones than is reflected in this article. What now

casks refilled with water; and his letters were written (one to the Deputy

remains is for someone with the time and inclination to work from

Governor of Bativia, the other to the commander of the next Dutch

this foundation and prepare an occasional paper on the post office stones

ship to arrive ...). These he gave to the Caffer Isaac, and paid him

and related matters for publication at some future stage.

with some trifles such as copper rings, tobacco and brandy".

Editor's Note: This article was first published in 1990, in the journal

Shown opposite (Fig. 1) is a post office stone which was engraved on two

POST OFFICE STONE, to mark the 21st Anniversary of the The

occasions by, or behalf of, the same person. The first inscription was placed

Postmark and Postal History Society of Southern Africa. The Editor

on the stone in 1601 (1600 Old Style) by Anton Hippon who was the

was Andries van der Walt.

Master of the ship Susan. The second inscription was engraved on the
stone in 1607 when Hippon was the Master of the Dragon.

Reference
(1) Before Van Riebeeck: Callers at South Africa from 1488 to 1652,
Major R. Raven-Hart, C. Struik (Pty.) Ltd, Cape Town, 1967.
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Pursuing the Octagonal Numerals
Bob Taylor - Philatelic Society For Greater Southern Africa
One of the joys of collecting pre-adhesive postal history comes from

The Crown-in-Circle remained in use at the regional post offices until 1849

Intricate, some imaginative and often just clean and simple, they are a

this time, a series of dated letter stamps was placed in use at the

seeing the wonderful artistry in the design of many of the markings.

pleasure to look at. This is certainly true of the early markings at the
Cape of Good Hope.

when they were replaced by the Octagonal Numeral handstamps. During

General Post Office in Cape Town. Used to denote regular mail, official
correspondence and to ;-differentiate Packet Letters and Ship Letters, all

Brought by the military from Great Britain in 1806 when the British

had style and some event elegance. The final handstamp placed in use

Medallion Post Office Letter Stamp is truly a work of art (Fig.1). It

(Fig. 4). It remained in use for five years until replaced by the triangular

Cape Town.

Figure 4. The Undated Letter Stamp of 1847.

regained control of the Cape Colony from the Dutch, the Oval

was only used on inland mail and only at the General Post Office at
Figure 1. The Oval Medallion Post Office Letter Stamp of 1806.

at the GPO was the strikingly beautiful Undated Letter Stamp of 1847

adhesives in 1853.

On might ask why, after so many beautiful creations, the last
handstamp of the period would be the ugly, unimaginative Octagonal
Concurrently, the Ship Letter Stamp was used to mark overseas

correspondence (Fig. 2), indicating prepayment of postage. It was use in
for the 1807 - 1847 period.

Numeral stamp - a simple octagon enclosing a number (Fig. 5)? Its
selection was certainly practical and inexpensive yet hardly attractive. In

spite of this, the challenge of finding them together with many

questions having elusive answers as to their use and even existence,
makes them fascinating.

Figure 2. The Ship Letter Stamp used only at Cape Town.

By 1846, after 32 years, the old Figure 5. Example of the Octagonal
Numeral handstamp.
Crown-in-Circle handstamps
had become so worn as to be all

but useless. Postmaster General
Robert Crozier's call for tenders
for 40 to 60 letter stamps ap-

peared in the Government Gazette
of 5 March 1846 but for
As regional post offices under paid postmasters were opened, a

reasons unclear, no tender was submitted. That same year the

elegant Crown-in-Circle stamps. These were introduced between 1817

rate for inland mail but authorized the issuance of adhesive stamps and

handstamp was required for each resulting in nineteen of the simple but

and 1824 (Fig. 3).

Ordinance #1 of 1846 not only established the 4d uniform 1/2 ounce
stamped postal stationery. The provisions of the ordinance were put into

effect that year. However, the issuance of adhesive stamps was delayed

Figure 3. Example of the Crown-and-Circle handstamp.

for another seven years. This made the need to replace the old have
handstamps acute. In fact, some postmasters had ceased using the old

Crown-in-Circle stamps presumably because they were no longer

useable. This probably accounts for wrappers of this period bearing no
local post office handstamp.

On February 9, 1848, the Government Gazette advertized for tenders for
30 letter stamps. It had been anticipated that up to the 60 post offices
would have opened by 1849 and authority was granted for that
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number of stamps. Goldblatt states that there were 61 post offices in

handstamp remains.

the Cape Colony by 1849.

Another mystery is why no example of the Octagonal Numeral 26,

Presumably 60 Octagonal Numeral were prepared and 50 of these are

issued to Caledon is known. Again, one of the original regional post

known to have been issued to post offices. Number 1 is thought to

offices and open continuously to the present, one might expect

have been reserved for the GPO at Cape Town but was never issued.

examples to surface even if rarely.

Port Elizabeth was issued its own unique Dated Letter Stamp in 1852

So, what of the future? I have been able to obtain 32 of the 50

and apparently continued to use its Crown-in-Circle stamp until that time.

Octagonal Numerals known to have been issued. This leaves the pursuit

That leaves nine stamps unaccounted for. Their numbers would have been

of 18. To my knowledge six of these have been offered at auction in

3, 4, 14, 18, 22, 24, 37, 42 and 45. Were they issued and, if not, why not?

the past decade and so are known to exist and theoretically available. Twelve

Those known to have been assigned were done so randomly and the

remain problematical and more digging will be required to determine

numbers unaccounted for appear to bear no relationship to one

their availability. This, together with a continuing search for answers to

another.

the questions raised should occupy me for awhile.

Another mystery to me is why no stamp was issued to be used at
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from Port Frances and lists Kowie as a post office in 1853. It is
apparent that there are inconsistencies in the dates of renaming the
office but the question of the omission of the

Aspects of Rhodesian Philately
Colin Hoffman - Rhodesian Study Circle
Introduction

Goshen, which lay between Bechuanaland and Matabeleland, it was

Collectors interested in Rhodesia will find that there is a great deal of

deemed necessary to send out an expedition in 1884-1885 to curtail this

historical information available which provides an interesting back-

expansion.

ground for philatelic aspects of this area of Central Africa.

On 29th October 1889 the British South Africa Company (BSAC) was

Historical Background

granted a Royal Charter. The following July the Company sent the

This area which was called Rhodesia in 1895 was originally inhabited

Pioneer Column to occupy Mashonaland which was accomplished by

by indigenous tribes, the most important of which were the Matabele in

September 1890 when Fort Salisbury was founded. En route the

the South and the Mashona in the North. From 1854 onwards this area

Pioneers set up Fort Tuli, Fort Victoria and Fort Charter and established

was visited by missionaries, with explorers and hunters following in the

arrangements for mail to be carried back down the Pioneer Route to join

latter part of the 19th Century by the setting-up of various mission

the posts in Bechuanaland. This early mail required Bechuanaland

stations.

stamps to pay the postage. A comprehensive account of this period and

Informal arrangements existed from 1873 to carry letters written by

related postal history to 1896 is contained in Mashonaland: A

these early visitors to the Transvaal where they were placed in the

Postal History 1890-96, by A. R. Drysdall and D. Collis.

post, the alternative route being via Bechuanaland. The story is told in

The Stamp Issues

The Oates Correspondence, by E. K. Wright and A. R. Drysdall.

At the end of 1890 the first BSAC stamps (SG 1-13, Sc 1-19) were

In the early 1880's Cecil Rhodes and the British Government became

printed and dispatched from England, ultimately arriving in Salisbury

concerned to keep the route open to the North as part of the plan to

during May of 1891. However, they were not used for postal purposes

settle there. When in 1882 the Boers moved into Stellaland and

until January of 1892 when the Company postal services
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came into being. They could not be used for external postage until the
following. August when the company joined the South African Postal
Union
During this early period further denominations of stamps were
requisitioned - the 1891 Provisionals (SG 14-17, Sc 20-23) and the
first of the bi-colored issues (SG 18-24, Sc 1-19). All of these stamps
came into use at the same time in 1892 and together with the two later
additions (SG 25-26, Sc 12-13) and the 1895 2d and 4d reprints (SG
27-28, Sc 24-25) can conveniently be considered as Rhodesia's First Issue.
Political events dominated the first decade after 1890. In 1893 war
broke out with the Matabele who were defeated by December of that
year when Gubulawayo, their capital, was occupied resulting in the
Matabele King, Lobengula, fleeing north to die of fever shortly
afterwards.
During 1894 the postal services were expanded to include Bulawayo and
the areas of Matabeleland which had been added to the Company's
territory with the old pioneer route via Fort Victoria and Tuli being
abandoned in favor of new routes to Bulawayo and the South. The
railway from the Cape reached Bulawayo in November 1897. With this
development postal services were vastly improved.
In 1895 the ill-fated Jameson Raid to the Transvaal disrupted events in
Rhodesia and indirectly led the local people to feel that the time was
approaching when they might take action. By 1896 the dissatisfaction with
the presence of settlers resulted in an uprising. During March and April
of that year many settlers were killed in Matabeleland.
Postal services were severely curtailed during the uprising. History
records that the mail coach South was held up on the night of 24th
March. The mail it carried was only recovered some two months later in
mutilated condition.
In June 1896 the Mashona also took action. Bulawayo was cut off
from Salisbury and reinforcements were needed from the South to
restore Company control. In the meantime stock of stamps in
Bulawayo began to run low. This shortage led to the 1896 Provisionals,
produced first in Bulawayo. These consisted of Company stamps
surcharged with the low denominations of id and 3d (SG 51-53, Sc 4042) which had run out. Production was moved to Cape Town where Cape

so-called Small Arms Issue (SG 75-93, Sc 59-75).
In

1M the Boer War broke out In the Transvaal. British lmperial

troops were sent via Beira and Umtali. Postal services to the South were
disrupted by the siege of Mafeking which prevented mail from going
down the railway to the Cape which necessitated the use of the longer route
through Beira. Rhodesian volunteers served in the Boer War. Imperial
forces were also sent out to Rhodesia, both to protect Rhodesia and to
support the war effort against the Boers.
In 1905 the bridge across the Zambesi at the Victoria Falls was
completed resulting in a set of stamps being issued to commemorate the
event (SG 94-99, Sc 76-81) which was also marked by a visit of the
British Association to Rhodesia and the Falls during September of that
year.
The first stamps to bear the name "Rhodesia" were issued in 1909 (SG
100-113, Sc 82-100). For this purpose four values of the 1898 Small
Arms issue was overprinted with this name (SG 114-117, Sc 97-100).
These overprints were followed in 1910 with the Double Head issue (
SG 119-185, Sc 101-118), a set to commemorate the visit of the
Prince and Princess of Wales. However, the death of King Edward VII
intervened and the Prince of Wales became King George V. As a result
it was the The Duke and Duchess of Connaught who visited Southern
Africa.
In 1913 the Admirals Head issue was introduced. This design
remained in use until the end of the Company era in 1924 (SG 186322, Sc 119-138). This design also provided the basis for the first
issue of stamps for the new colony of Southern Rhodesia. The various
dies and plates used for the Admirals make this an even more
complicated issue for study than the 1910 Double Heads.
In 1917 the introduction of a War Tax necessitated a new 11/2d value (SG
197-199, 205,-206, Sc121). To address a temporary shortage of postage
at Livingstone in Northern Rhodesia, a quantity of ld Admirals were
surcharged /d (SG 280-281, SC 139-140). This Livingstone provisional
issue attracted much philatelic interest at the time, particularly when two
sheets of the surcharge (120 stamps) were found with the overprint
inverted (SG 280a, Sc 139a).

stamps were overprinted with the Company name (SG 58-64, Sc 43-49)

Revenue Stamps

, and then shipped to Bulawayo with the relief force, arriving on 22nd

Until 1924 the country was run by the BSAC from London, with its

May 1896.

local office initially in Kimberley and then in Cape Town and

Hostilities in Matabeleland were brought to an end by negotiation

Salisbury. All payments to the Company for various licenses and

during August to October 1896 (the so-called Rhodes indabas). The

services were required to be receipted by stamps. Land registration was

areas occupied by the settlers became safer during the latter part of

introduced from the beginning and required high value stamps to receipt the

1896 even though the Mashona continued hostilities until mid-1897.

fees paid. These revenue stamps were attached to title deeds and kept

The Large Arms Issues of stamps were produced in 1896 and 1897 by

in bound volumes in the Deeds Office. Even though some examples of

new printers, the first run by Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ltd. (SG 29-50, Sc 26-

these high values have become available on the market, most are still

39), the second run by Waterlow & Sons Ltd. (SG 66-74, Sc 50-58).

attached to the original title documents where they form part of the legal

By 1898 Waterlow had begun to produce a further issue, the

title to the land.
Mining, trading, land quitrent fees and other forms of commercial
activity also required licences. Many of these documents, receipted
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by stamps to acknowledge the fees paid, have survived. These form a a

is an important work on the actual routes taken by the posts and

fascinating basis for a Rhodesian revenue collection.

provides a more interesting aspect of the study of the philately of this

The earliest use of Company stamps was actually to receipt payments to

area.

the Company in Kimberley in 1890 before the stamps reached Salisbury.

The Specimen Stamps

All values of stamps were available for both postage and revenue
purposes throughout the Company period, although in 1895 the high
values were designated "Revenue". Later issues were overprinted "
Revenue".

Rhodesia joined the UPU on March 1, 1901. Even before formally joining,
however, it had submitted examples of its stamps to the UPU for
distribution even though none of these had been designated as
specimens. This use can only be established from the use of the

The Postal Rates

receiving authority handstamps.

The postal rates before 1892 is a complicated subject. After the 1892 set

A collection of the specimen stamps, together with a study of the UPU and

rates were established which can be summarized as follows:

its development provides another insight into the philately of Central

Local Post - 2d per 1/ oz in effect from 1892 until 1894 when the rate for

Africa.

a letters addressed locally in the same town was reduced to ld. All

Various presentation sets were made, both by the Rhodesian authorities and

local post became ld from November 1, 1899. This rate was increased to 1/

the printers. For additional information reference is made to Specimen
by

d for letters being sent outside of the town when the War Tax was

Stamps of the Crown Colonies 1857-1948

introduced on May 16, 1917. The postcard rate in Rhodesia was ld until

1976 and UPU Specimen Stamps by James Bendon, 1988.

July 1, 1903 when it was reduced to '/d.

The 1924 "Remainders"

South Africa - 4d per 1/ oz in effect from 1892 to 1900 when, from July
15, 1900 to December 1, 1902, it became ld until the War Tax pout the rate
back to 11/d. The postcard rate was 11/d from 1892 to 1900 until July 15th
of the latter where it was reduced to ld. This rate remained in effect
until July 1, 1903 when it was reduced to 1/d.

England - 6d per '/ oz until april 1, 1900 when it was reduced to 4d,

with the further reductions to 2/d on December 1, 1902 and id
effective April 1, 1911. The 1917 War Tax increased the rate to 2d where it
remained until 1922. On January 1, 1922, the effective rate was increased
to 2d per one ounce.

Marcus Samuel, RPSL,

In 1923, BSAC approached Stanley Gibbons with a view to disposing of
its remaining stocks of stamps (approximately 2.7 million) by having
them sold at face value. Ultimately Stanley Gibbons bought the whole
group and resold it to the trade. The stamps were cancelled with
handstamps. A detailed record was kept of which a report was made
by Nodder, appearing on page 49 in The West End Philatelist

of

July/

August 1959.
Identification of the remainder cancels is an important aspect of
Rhodesian philately, whether or not one collects these cancellations, as
some do for the Double Heads.

Rest of the World - 61/2d per half ounce until April 1, 1900 when it became
4d. The rate was reduced to 21/d on December 1, 1902 where it remained

Conclusion

so until 1922. The War Tax did not apply to mail outside of the

Information about the historical background of a territory provides an

Empire. The rate was increased to 3d per one ounce on January 1922.

added dimension of collector appreciation for that territory. Informa-

For further detail on rates and related matters the reader is referred to The

tion of this nature enables the collector to understand how the stamps

Postmarks, Postal Routes and Principal Postage Rates of Southern

were used during the period they were in effect. This can only enhance

Rhodesia to 1924 by R. C. Knight and D. A. Mitchell. This

one's enjoyment of the hobby.

The 1997 PSGSA Mail Auction
The catalog for this year's event is included as part of the Jul/Oct '97 issue of Forerunners to be distributed
during July and August, 1997. Upwards of 1000 lots of greater southern Africa material in all classes will be
offered. Bids will be accepted until November 15, 1997. Non-members may order a single copy of the combined
journal/catalog issue for $7US surface class or $10US air mail. Payment in the following currencies by registered
mail is acceptable: US$, £Sterling, RANDS. £Sterling bank checks acceptable - leave "Payee" blank. US$
checks must be drawn on a US bank. Send your order requests to: Editor, 200 E. 30th St., San Bernardino, CA
92404-2302.

When Potatoes Served As Postage On Tristan da Cunha
Alan B. Crawford - St. Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha Philatelic Society
Forward
It is the great pleasure of the St. Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha Philatelic Society to provide the following article and
biographical summary for the special anthology issue of the Journal of the Philatelic Society for Greater Southern Africa, prepared for THE
Celebration of British Africa Philately at PACIFIC 97. The article by Allan Crawford is especially relevant for the anthology. As Mr. Crawford
explains in the biographical summary, he moved to South Africa from North Wales in the 1930s. During that voyage, contacts were made
that led to a life-long association with Tristan da Cunha. Indeed, Mr. Crawford has played a central role in the history and philately of
Tristan and, for sixty years, has been a true friend and unflagging supporter of the Tristaners. There are many links between our three
islands and South Africa, including the Boer War connections, WWII activities that joined Tristan and South Africa, and various
communications and comercial linkages. This article details the links between South Africa and the creation of the "potato stamp," one of the
most fascinating and sought after items in Tristan da Cunha philately... Michael Mueller, Hon. President, St. Helena, Ascension and Tristan da
Cunha Philatelic Society.

What had potatoes to do with philately? "Not much," the skeptic might say.

islanders' wealth, I had learned after two visits to Tristan, was

However, in the case of the world's loneliest island, Tristan da Cunha,

expressed in potatoes. For, if a man had a successful annual harvest, he

the link is significant. I must tell the story in the first person, as I was

had security and "wealth". The doctor and I soon decided to charge

there and, indeed, can claim to have started the ball rolling.

the islanders four potatoes and the sailors three cigarettes a copy, and

It all began during World War II. I had already visited Tristan da

that was the basis on which we distributed our 100 copies a week! Two

Cunha in 1937 as surveyor of Dr. Erling Christophersen's Norwegian

island boys, Harold Green and Lindsay Repetto, hastened from house to

Expedition. I drew the subsequent chart of the island which was

house on Sunday mornings "selling" The Tristan Times after church

published by the British Admiralty and bears my name to this day.

service. They had small gunnybags over their shoulders in which to carry

Being now in possession of the latest topographical details, the Royal

around the potatoes!

Navy decided to establish a wartime communications center on the

I returned to South Africa for the remainder of the war, but after the

island soon after war broke out. I was in South Africa at the time,

declaration of peace and still being unmarried I was invited to return to

and was invited to help with the planning and building of the

Tristan to take over the radio and meteorological stations on behalf of

establishment. In fact, the project was so secret that in the early days of the

the civilian authorities. The weather observations had proved extremely

war it was known as the ship-ashore base with the name H.M.S. Job 9.

valuable for forecasting in the southern hemisphere. This was 1946.

The personnel consisted of three meteorologists, a dozen or so naval

Having now spent two lengthy sojourns on the island, I learned how

telegraphists, storekeepers, engineers, cooks, a naval chaplain, and a

opulent the local coffer would become it it could derive an income

nursing sister, all under the command of a naval doctor with the rank of

from the sale of postage stamps and the forwarding of philatelic mail.

Surgeon Lieutenant-Commander, who had his wife and family with him.

Philatelists worldwide were always requesting mail from the "loneliest

With the 250 islanders, we were one big family! The unit worked

island in the world." However, there were obvious problems.

effectively until the end of the war, when it was withdrawn once peace
had been declared.
I was stationed there from 1942-43. When I was not observing the

There was no permanent offi-

weather and coding it up into secret ciphers, the naval commander and I

cial stationed on the island,

ran a local weekly newspaper. We dubbed it The Tristan Times and did our

and there was still no money.

best to keep its standard high! The commander listened to his radio

However, the latter difficulty

and provided news of the progress of the Allies fighting in Europe and

had not inhibited our plans

elsewhere, while I provided the local island news and did the editing and

with The Tristan Times three

printing.

years before. So, before I left

We decided we must sell our news-sheet to the sailors and islanders, but

South Africa to return to the

there was a major problem. There was no money on the island. Not a

island, I designed a set of 10

penny! Money had never been introduced. Virtually all of the

postage stamps (Fig. 1) using
an assumed valuation of 4
POTATOES
ONE PENNY.

TO

EQUAL

Figure 1.

Example of 1P potato stamp.

Thus, the value of each stamp would be expressed in both potatoes

At the request of the Society, Mr. Crawford prepared the following

and pence! A colleague at the weather office, draftsman Jimmy Brown,

biographical summary:

kindly helped me with the drawings.

I was born in North Wales on

Of course, I did not have the authority to print and sell these "stamps."

August 1, 1912, the son of an

However, I had 20,000 of the "penny reds" (Local Value 4 Potatoes)

English mother and a Scottish

printed in Johannesburg as "stickers" and took them down to the island

father. During my early years I

with me. I also prepared and took with me a Memorandum or Petition -

attended

subsequently signed by the Head Islander and his councillors -

District and Somerset. At 18, I

requesting the authorities in the "outside world" to consider the

left school and joined a ship-

introduction of postage stamps for the island. Samples of the actual "4

building firm in the north of

Potato" stamp and all the projected designs were included to show

England, where I served a five

the authorities what attractive designs we had in mind!

year apprenticeship, qualifying as

Needless to say, our Petition was turned down. However, within four

a mechanical engineer. Two

school

in

the

Lake

ALLAN B. CRAWFORD

years, a post office was established on the island and the first
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definitive stamps (St. Helena overprints) introduced.

years later I emigrated to South Africa in search of sunshine.

There were two factors which caused this rapid progress. First, as the

During the voyage to South Africa, I was placed at the same dining

result of the discover of vast crawfish breeding beds in island waters, by

table as Norwegian scientist Dr. Erling Christopherson, who was

the 1937 Norwegian Expedition, it was decided to establish a fishing

leader of a 12-man expedition to Tristan da Cunha. The expedition

industry on the island. Second, the consequent influx of officials led the

lacked a surveyor. My friendship with Dr. Christopherson grew stronger

British Colonial Office to appoint an Administrator on a permanent basis.

and he offered me the post of Expedition Surveyor, which I accepted.

As a result of these two major developments, and in order to fulfill the

We spent four months on Tristan, from December 1937 to March 1938.

island potential to best advantage, a post office was established and the

The island had never been properly surveyed. In 1940 my work was

first set of definitive stamps placed on sale. It was estimated that some

accepted by the, British Admiralty (Chart No. 1769) and the U.S.

$300,000 a year was earned in the heyday of the operations; sadly,

Hydrographic Office (Chart No. 3902).

sales dropped in later years to one-tenth of that figure, and it is no

During World War II, I was seconded from the South African Air

longer the money-spinner it started out to be.

Force (Meteorological Section) to the Royal Navy, which resulted in my

However, the potato, still the main basis of the island economy,

return to Tristan da Cunha. There, I assisted with the construction of a

started the ball rolling. The humble "4 Potato" stamp of 1946 eventually

Naval Weather Station. In addition, a shore establishment was

rose to official status in 1972 when it was used by the authorities to feature

constructed as a listening post for enemy submarines and shipping

in the center of a miniature sheet to commemorate the Centenary of the

activities. After 18 months on Tristan da Cunha, I returned to South

Death of Sir Rowland Hill, inventor of the original Penny Stamp (Fig. 2).

Africa and completed war service inspecting weather stations and was

Figure 2. First day cover of Tristan da Cunha souvenir sheet honoring Rowland Hill

demobilized into the civilian Weather Bureau, where I specialized in

autographed by Allan B. Crawford.

maritime meteorology.
In 1948, I opened a weather station on Marion Island in the Indian
Ocean. In the following year I married Joyce Marion Burch, lecturer in
speech and drama at Cape Town University. Our marriage produced
two sons and we have eight grandchildren. In 1976 I finally

went on pension and settled in the United Kingdom. My
book, Tristan da Cunha and the Roaring Forties, was
published in 1982. It is a summary of my experiences on
Tristan da Cunha, Marion Island, Bouvet Island and in
Antarctica. In retirement, my interest in the southern ocean
resulted in my joining the Falkland Islands Association and
two St. Helena organizations. Also, in 1978 I formed the
Tristan da Cunha Association. For the first six years I
was Chairman and newsletter Editor. In 1993 I was
unanimously appointed President of the Association and
have continued on as Editor.
ssr

Introduction

The original research into the background of the trial printings was

carried out by the late Professor Victor W. Dix, FRPSL, almost

50 years ago. The completed study and accompanying paper
was presented at a meeting of the Royal Philatelic Society,

London on February 10, 1949. The listing in that paper has stood the
test of time and is universally accepted as the definitive "catalog"
of the trials.

In is not known if further research or study has been carried out;

in any event, nothing has appeared in print. What follows is the
result of an opportunity to study a fairly large quantity of the trial
material, together with the need to 'expose' the controversy on the
status of this material.
The Story

Before 1929 the South African Government had decided that, in the
future, all of its postage stamps should be produced locally, rather

than put out to overseas tender. The Government Printing Works in
Pretoria was already well established and had been producing the

The same London firm of printers, Hunter Penrose Ltd. (HP), was appointed agent
of the South African Government; HP, together with a Government representative and
a technician from the Printing Works, were to oversee the project.

The printing medium - etched cylinders,. as opposed to plates - for the new process

had to be procured from a Dutch company, Nederlandsche Rotogravure Maatschapij

NV of Leiden, pioneers in the development of this comparatively new process. In
1926 the ship design was modified from the original 1d ship stamp.

The contract drawn up between the South African Government and Goebel AG
required the provision of satisfactory trial printings of a stamp to a South African
specification for which strict criteria were laid down by Hunter Penrose Ltd. These

criteria were quite specific, stating the method, papers and inks to be used. The

printing method chosen was screenless rotary photogravure, a then secret process of
the above named Dutch company. Hunter Penrose initially provided a design in the

form of a dummy cigarette duty label (Fig. 2). Figure 3 is an enlarged portion of
the background pattern showing crosslined screening, for the illustrated dummy
Cigarette Duty Label.

Figure 2. Three dummy Cigarette Duty Label strips matched, not joined.

small-format definitive stamps from typographed plates transferred from
Waterlow & Sons in London.

The process selected was that of rotary-photogravure, then a

relatively new method. The German company, Goebel

AG of Darmstadt was the manufacturing printing plant for
this process and an order was placed for a rotary-

photogravure printing press (Fig. 1). The press illustrated was

only the third of its kind, two having been already

supplied to the Italian Government. The printing machine was

eventually supplied by Messrs. Hunter Penrose Ltd. of
England to the Government Printing Works in Pretoria. The

acceptance of the plant's use was dependent on the
provision of satisfactory 'samples' of its capabilities.

Figure 1. Goebel Rotary Stamp Printing Machine, Model KM11, Darmstadt.

Figure 3. Enlarged portion background pattern showing
crosslined screening.
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Hunter

Penrose

later

Figure 4. Stamp design used for trials on the

provided a 'stamp' design

Goebel machine.

watermarked and gummed paper, and English inks. It also required
selection of one sheet from each 50 to be made at random, i.e., 20

con-

sheets in all, which were to be sent to Hunter Penrose for approval.

tinuation of the trials on

(The official watermarked paper to be used was that already in use by

the Goebel machine. The

the Government Printer which utilized an all-over watermark of a

cylinders for both of these

Springbok's Head.)

trials

(Fig.

4)

as

a

at

The first printings comprised examples of the head plate and the frame plate

the

separately. However, during supplementary etching of the frame plate, the

cylinders for the actual

latter was damaged and had to be replaced, causing further delays. The

stamp design.

required replacement cylinder was collected from Leiden and the 1,000

Figure 5 shows two

sheets produced.

were

Leiden,

made

as

were

enlargements of the "S.W.
A." overprint. The top
enlargement is that of the
overprint as it appeared

The gathering of the sample sheets caused yet another dispute as to
who was to select them but, as it happened, this was of little
consequence. The printing had been made using German inks, on
unwatermarked and ungummed paper, thus not in accordance with the
contract.

on the test

Further trials were carried out but the 'official' watermarked paper
stamp; the lower enlargement being the overprint as actually applied to

proved unsuitable. New paper and inks were ordered. The paper was

South African stamps when they went into full production. The

gummed esparto supplied by Samuel Jones & Co., Ltd. of London,

overprint as typographed and probably carried out at the Government

which was unwatermarked. Inks continued to give problems and finally

Printing Works in Pretoria as a test for future use in the overprinting of

Goebel AG were authorized by Hunter Penrose to use German inks if

the rotogravure stamps. Figure 5. "S.W.A." test and actual overprint.
When compared with

necessary.

later overprints the size is

sheets produced being accepted by Hunter Penrose the following

similar

October 11th. They were printed on gummed esparto paper without

and

also

has

The final trial run was carried out on October 8, 1929 with the sample

similar characteristics.

watermark, using English black ink and German red ink.

Problems!

This trial-and-error situation resulted in the late Professor Dix identifying

It is clear from the cor-

seventy-one separate printings from the Hunter Penrose portfolio.

respondence between the

The Initial Discovery of the Trial Printings

parties that from day one

The printing trials were carried out in 1929 but it was another nine

serious

were

years before any reference was made to their apparent existence. This

encountered, not helped by

arose as a result of correspondence between Scott, the American

lack of coordination and

catalog publishers, and The South African Philatelist (SAP). Scott

formity

the

revealed that they had an example of the id ship design printed by a

the

Rotogravure process, but on unwatermarked paper. (Union stamps at

problems

requirements

with
of

contract.

the time were all printed on paper with a watermark of multiple
Springbok heads.)

The overall result was an exercise spanning eight weeks from August

Subsequent correspondence drew widely conflicting theories as to the

1929, during which five different papers were used and a variety of

origin of this variety. One leading collector at the time suggested a 'fake'

different combinations of both German and English inks.

- others said that they had been accidentally printed on paper normally

The trial printings of the dummy cigarette labels and the the dummy

used for the Christmas charity labels which were also printed at the

stamps proved unsatisfactory, mainly with the inks used (black, red,

Government Printing Works, Pretoria. Perhaps the most bizarre

green, orange and brown) for monocolored trials. The dummy stamps

suggestion to be quoted was that the variety emanated from the

followed but the cylinder etched at Leiden had incorrect size designs.

activities of a former employee of the Government Printer, then

Thus, it was not possible to perforate the finished product. The inks

already well-known for his 'misdemeanors'!

used were found to be unsuitable for the process. (Ink for screenless

Later correspondence added observations on the minor characteristics of

printing should be thicker than that used for screened printing.)

the design itself, indicating its resemblance to the 1931 printing of

Trials of the Stamp Design
At the outset of the trial printings of the actual stamp design, the
problems continued. The contract clearly stipulated that a printing of one
thousand sheets of stamps were to be produced using 'officially'
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the stamp. Doubts were, however, expressed regarding the gum used.

them from the first Handbook/Catalog published on March 14, 1952 (

Theories continued through to the end of 1938, culminating in an

the Van Riebeeck Tercentenary Edition). This decision was made known

opinion that this unwatermarked example was probably "leaked" from

in a displayed notice in The South African Philatelist of May 1952,

the government Printing Works where at the time experiments were being

following the approval given by the Philatelic Federation of Southern

carried out.

Africa at their Congress in Cape Town during March of 1952 (Fig. 6)

These experiments were, in fact, a desire to slightly redraw the design

.

of the ld stamp in to improve the printing qualities. This was realized

The appearance of this statement did not meet with universal approval

in the re-issue of the stamp with wider spaced horizontal lines in the

and counter-opinions and pressures were forthcoming for their

side panels. This is designated as "Issue 8" by the specialist and

inclusion in the Union Handbook/Catalog. In the meantime, the

classified by SG as Type II - SG 43d.

Federation had appointed a special sub-committee to submit a more

By March 1939 it had been learned that a London stamp dealer had

detailed report. This report was not published until June 1953 under

acquired a portfolio containing complete sheets of ink trials and

the heading The Darmstadt Labels'. It not only gave a warning, but

imperforated stamps. The origin was not revealed and, by the outbreak if

described the actual stamp trials as replicas, adding "there can be no

World War II the subject had faded into obscurity.

sane reason why collectors of Union stamps should collect this mass of

The First Showing of the Material From the Trials

rubbish".

Professor Dix's presentation in 1949, however, revealed the whole

Figure 7. The Booysen Essays: Top corner block of 6 (imperf) and the scarce
perforated 111/4.

story, which completely discounted the earlier theories and
speculation. It is very fortunate that the supporting paper was
published as it comprises the only detailed record of the exercise
destined to change the method by which South Africa was
to produce its stamps, which carried on unchanged until
1961. Regretfully, none of the original records have survived.
The Background
To appreciate the merits (or otherwise) of the material that
has survived, one must know the background to the
experiments and understand why such a lengthy period was
involved with what should have been almost "routine"
testing of equipment.
The report provided the following description:
Professor Dix's paper proved much detail of correspondence between the
parties, some of which was quite acrimonious. However, this resume is
restricted to the reasons for what appears to have been an excessive number
of different trial printings.

After the purchase (the Goebel machine) and before it was shipped out,
however, Mr. J. L. Booysen of the Union Government Printing Works was sent
to London, Leiden and Darmstadt to study the process of Rotogravure and
whilst at Darmstadt printed certain trials which the Post Office and we regard
as official essays because they may be looked upon as a preliminary stage in

The Philatelic Status of the Trials

the printing of Union stamps by rotogravure, the process adopted on the

Notwithstanding the major exposure of the trials in T h e London

arrival of the Goebel machine. These essays are described on page 79 of the

Philatelist of October 1950, controversy as to their status emerged,

Handbook/Catalog: They can in no way be mistaken for actual Union stamps. "

following the decision by the catalog editors in South Africa to omit
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The inaccuracies made in the above report will emerge as the controversy

and Booysen essay are thus, in the modern collecting jargon, "Cinderella"

develops.

material.

Later Reports

Collectability?

The next report of the Darmstadt Sub-Committee was delayed pending

In spite of the finally declared "status" of the material from the trials, it

receipt of answers to questions put to the Minister of Posts. These were

is still collected and eagerly sought after by the Union Specialist. It is

published in July 1954, in the form of an official statement. The

then a matter of personal choice as to how much of the material a collector

statement lists seven numbered points, six of which summarize the

should include: Either to tell the complete story of the exercise, or just

Darmstadt exercise. The seventh states:

to illustrate the fact that the trials took place as a forerunner of the

"These stamps made at Darmstadt can in no way be considered as an

first Union stamp to be produced by the rotogravure process.

official stamp issue".

The initial trials of the Dummy cigarette duty labels, from a design

With that information, the Congress came to the conclusion that the

prepared by Hunter Penrose Ltd., were instigated to test the capability of

stamp trials (complete stamps, separate center-plate and frame-plate

the Goebel Printing Machine and its suitability for production of

printings) must be regarded as authorized Trials Or Proofs. The

postage stamps using an unscreened rotogravure process. They were not

statement went on to say that the catalog editors should now include the

in any way produced as forerunners to any possible change in design

trials in the Catalog/Handbook. (No mention was made of the dummy

of the stamp.

cigarette duty labels or dummy "stamps".)

The Dummy "Stamps" were also prepared by Hunter Penrose as part of

The report concluded with a brief statement on the Booysen Essay,

these initial trials designed to test the inks and papers used. The

following a report from the Postal Authorities:

Dummy "Stamps" may be likened to similar labels prepared by

"Mr. Booysen had not been sent to Darmstadt in the first instance by the

printers as samples of their wares. Thus, the collectability of these initial

Government Printer to study the working of Goebel machine, but to Leiden to learn

trials is clearly put into context.

the process of etching plates (cylinders) for use on that machine. He had no

On the otherhand the Booysen Essay, however unofficial, would not have

instructions to print anything in particular. He made an etching of the

been produced had it not been for the Darmstadt exercise.

Essay referred to and ran off copies of it on a small machine in Leiden. There

It has not been ascertained how the design originated by Mr. Booysen

was no Goebel machine there. "

produced these essays at Leiden from a single cylinder of 80 images,

The Congress therefore came to the view that the so-called "official"

prepared by Nederlandsche Rotogravure Maatschappij NV at Leiden.

essay was a purely private effort and that the statement in the

They were printed on a small press at Leiden in black, brown, purple and

Handbook/Catalog should be amended accordingly.

blue, on unwatermarked paper. They were imperforate, but the black

The Handbook/Catalog

essay is known with a rough line perforation, gauge 111/4, thought to have

Volume II of the Handbook/Catalog appeared in June 1955 with a new

been done at Leiden also.

chapter on the "Darmstadt Trials or Proofs" with the Congress report

The Booysen Essays are nevertheless collected and very few of the

summary as an introduction. What will follow later is a fairly extensive

perforated examples have been seen. At best, therefore, they may be

listing of the material, including the dummy cigarette duty labels and

considered as being "as a result of' the Darmstadt Trials, and a

dummy "stamps"! The corrected information on the Booysen essay was

product of a Government Printing Department training/learning

included as an amendment to Volume I.

exercise.

Another new Handbook was published in 1960 (the Golden Jubilee Edition)

Some Unanswered Questions

. This contained a similar listing, but the introduction contained

Where did all of the material that found its way onto the market

reference to the late Professor Dix's article in the The London

originate? Certainly some material now in circulation was that originally

Philatelist This edition of the Handbook was reprinted and updated in

owned by the late Professor Dix and from the Hunter Penrose portfolio.

1979 without alteration to the "Darmstadt Trials" chapter.

The question still remains, however, "Where are the records, particularly

In 1986 a complete new Union Handbook/Catalog (Definitive Edition)

the correspondence between the parties involved?"

was published. Gone are the listings of the Dummy Cigarette Duty

An attempt to trace the records was made in 1985 by a former editor of

labels, Dummy "Stamps" and the Booysen essay, omitted in accordance with

the South African Collectors Society, while studying the deliberations of

the statement from the Federation in May 1954!

the Federation over the status of the material.

To sum up, therefore, after a period of some 30-odd years, the Darmstadt

Hunter Penrose Ltd., who acted as agent for the South African

Stamp Trials are considered by the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa

Government in the 1929-30 period, still exist although as Fine Art

as proofs of the rotogravure-printed Union ld Ship definitive stamp. The
Dummy cigarette duty labels, Dummy "Stamps"
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Printers. An approach was made to them in the hopes of obtaining

the contract stipulating "unscreened rotogravure" process several of

was no longer anyone on the staff who had been around in 1929, also

cally enlarged, suggesting use of a diagonal cross-lined screen when

some information. Not surprisingly the response indicated that there
that the records of the period were no longer in existence.

The printers did, however, provide contact with a retired employee,
who

in

turn

involved

a

former

colleague.

The

outcome

of

communication with these two gentlemen produced one piece of

information related to the design of the Dummy cigarette duty labels,
which had not been previously recorded. They stated:

"It would appear that the commercial artist responsible for the dummy tax
label had been instructed to produce it on the lines of the company letter heading
in use at the time. It shows the logos of both Hunters Ltd. and A. W. Penrose
& Co. and certainly the lettering is the same.
Hunter-Penrose was formed in 1927 by a merger of Messrs. Hunters Ltd. of St.
Brides St., London EC4 and A. W. Penrose & Co. Ltd., of Farringdon Road.
The motif in the center of the label comprises Hunters on the left, an artist's
pallette and brushes and A. W. Penrose on the right showing the letter P with
a pen and a rose."

Additionally, the correspondence revealed that a former Managing
Director of the company had formed his own stamp collection,

undoubtedly including some of the trials. After his death the collection
was sold in auction.

A Re-appraisal or the Material From the Trials

A recent study of a fairly large collection of material from the trials

was undertaken to try to find a method of positively identifying the
different trials as listed by Professor Dix. A small basic collection

from that formed by Professor Dix has survived intact, each item
being clearly linked to the numbers allocated in his initial study.

However, visual comparison in many instances proved inconclusive.
This applied particularly to identification of the different inks.

Modern technical philatelic aids were of little use, both short and long
wave ultra-violet lights did not provide an answer. The chemical

content of modem printing inks is vastly different to those of the
period.

It should be possible to use more advanced methods to identify the

inks, e.g., refraction, but the likelihood of having a large quantity of

material to examine is virtually nil and, while some of the items are
scarce, they cannot be considered as extreme rarities!

The identification of the papers is, however, possible with some
degree of certainty when compared with samples of the paper that
exist.

The overall study, however, has revealed several characteristics which
may be added to the details in Professor Dix's tables these mainly

relate to watermark positions on the Hunter-Penrose labels and
dummy stamps, some of which were printed on paper watermarked
with a clover leaf (trefoil).

One other important feature to emerge is that in spite of the

the dummy labels show up clearly as "screened" when photographipreparing the cylinders.
The Final Chapter

On completion of the trials, the Goebel AG machine was delivered to
the Government Printing Works at Pretoria, together with the

cylinders used. These were found to be too badly worn for further use
and new cylinders had to be prepared for the first issue of the id ship

stamp printed by rotogravure. The first stamps issued was on May 1,
1930. (Early reports and statements refer to April 1930, but the
current Handbook/Catalog gives the date as May 1, 1930.)

Had the original cylinders been used, it would not have been possible
to identify easily the issued stamps, from those trials printed on "
official" watermarked paper (Dix listings Nos. 34 & 57). With new
cylinders, however, certain characteristics in the printing make
separation possible.
The Listings

The listings as prepared by Professor Dix are maintained in edited
versions in the table that follows, adding additional detail and

variations now identified (see Tables following). The major listing

heading include Dummy Cigarette Duty Labels, Dummy Stamps, Head

Plate, Frame Plate (original cylinder), Frame Plate (replacement
cylinder) and Complete Postage Stamp

The numbering is that given by Dix and taken from the Hunter-

Penrose portfolio, which was not arranged in chronological order. The
items identified as being printed on watermarked paper relate to paper

bearing a clover leaf (or trefoil) pattern, supplied by Samuel Jones &
Co. Ltd., London.

Tables of Proofs in the Hunter-Penrose Portfolio Dummy

Cigarette Duty Labels Size of label: 13.2 x 1.7 cm. Size of
sheet not known.

Imperforate. Watermarked items, all clover-leaf pattern.
1. English black ink. Ungummed paper.
2. English black ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk inverted & reverse
3. English black ink. Ungummed coated paper. 4.
English red ink. Ungummed paper.
5. German red ink. Ungummed paper.
6. English red ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk inverted).
7. German red ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk normal). 8.
English red ink. Ungummed coated paper. 9. German red ink. Ungummed
coated paper.
10. English green ink. Ungummed paper.
11. English green ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk normal).
12. English green ink. Ungummed coated paper.
13. English orange ink. Ungummed paper.
14. English orange ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk normal).
15. English orange ink. Ungummed coated paper.
16. German brown ink. Ungummed paper.
17. German brown ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk normal).
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Dummy Stamps
Size of stamp: horizontal, 22.4 mm; vertical, 28.4 mm. Printed in sheets of 60 stamps (six horizontal rows, each
of 10 stamps).
Imperforate. All watermarks sideways.
19. English black ink. Ungummed paper.
20. English black ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk stem facing right).
21. English red ink. Ungummed paper.
22. German red ink. Ungummed paper.
23. English red ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk stem facing left). 24.
German red ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk stem facing right). 25.
German red ink. Ungummed coated paper.
26. English green ink. Ungummed paper.
27. English green ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk stem facing right).
28. English green ink. Ungummed coated paper.
29. English orange ink. Ungummed paper.
30. German brown ink. Ungummed paper.
31. German brown ink. Watermarked and gummed paper (Wmk stem facing right).
32. German brown ink. Ungummed coated paper.
33. German brown ink. Ungummed paper. Overprinted 'S.W.A.' in black
when, the overprinting was sans-serif capitals 2.0 mm high; length of overprint, note
about this overprint in the correspondence, and it is not known where, or done. The
numbers overprinted are also unknown.
Head Plate
Sheets of 240 (20 horizontal rows of 12)

Watermarked items - clover-leaf only on right-hand part of the sheet.
58. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Perforated 15 x 14. 'Before fine etching'.
48. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Imperforate. 49. Ungummed paper. Ink
unspecified. Imperforate.
47. Watermarked (3 columns) and gummed paper. English ink. Perforated 15 x 14 (Wmk reversed).
39. Ungummed coated paper. English ink. Imperforate*.
37. Watermarked (4 columns) and gummed paper. German ink. Perforated 15 x 14. (Wmk reversed).
35. Ungummed coated paper. German ink. Imperforate.
*This trial printing was delivered on 26 September 1929 and may thus be attributed to the
replacement cylinder. Frame Plate (original cylinder)

First stamp in sheet with Afrikaans inscription. Sheets of 240 (20 horizontal rows of 12).

Watermarked items - clover leaf - normal
39. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Perforated 15 x 14. 'Before fine etching'.
60. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Perforated 15 x 14. 'Before fine etching'.
61. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Imperforate. 'After fine etching'.
62. Watermarked and gummed paper. Ink unspecified. Perforated 15 x 14. 'Last proof after Mr Teller had rubbed down the insides.
Made big hollow spaces.'
63. Watermarked and gummed paper. Ink unspecified. Perforated 15 x 14. 'Last proof. Background clear. With full air on the cylinder.'
45. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Imperforate.
46. Ungummed paper. Ink unspecified. Imperforate.
Frame Plate (Replacement cylinder)
First stamp in sheet with English inscription.
42. Ungummed coated paper. English ink. Imperforate.
41. Ungummed coated paper. English ink. Imperforate.
36. Ungummed coated paper. German ink. Imperforate.
40. Ungummed coated paper. German ink. Imperforate.
Note: Remarks in parenthesis are those endorsed on the actual sheets in the Hunter-

Penrose portfolio. Complete Postage Stamp
Sheets of 240 stamps (20 horizontal rows of 12). Perforated 15 x 14. On many of the sheets there are serial
numbers twice in the margin on the right side.
Watermarked items are with the clover-leaf pattern, overall or on part of sheets as indicated. Official watermark is the multiple
Springbok's head. Only trial No 64 is printed from the original cylinders (first stamp in sheet with Afrikaans inscription); all others are
from the replacement cylinders (first stamp in sheet with English inscription).
44. Watermarked (3 columns) and gummed paper. Inks unspecified. 'Proof ex Leiden. July 1929' (Wmk reversed) 69.
Ungummed paper. German inks. 'The first of 20 sheets per Goebel'.
64. Watermarked and gummed paper. Inks unspecified. 'Final proof (approved Teller)'.
43: Watermarked (4 columns) and gummed paper. English inks (Work reversed).
38. Watermarked (4 columns) and gummed paper. German inks (Wmk reversed).
57. Official watermarked and gummed paper. English inks.
34. Official watermarked and gummed paper. English black in. German red ink.
50. Gummed esparto paper. English black ink. Red ink unspecified. '2P air'.
51. Gummed esparto paper. English black ink. Red ink unspecified. '3P air'.
67. Gummed esparto paper. English inks.
52. Gummed esparto paper. English inks.
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Continuation of "Complete Postage Stamp" listing ...
66. Gummed esparto paper. English inks. 'The last ink received mixed with 30 per cent of Shuck, Maclean's previous consignment
The last ink was too thick and dried in the cylinder.'
70. Gummed esparto paper. Inks unspecified. 'Beginning of run'.
71. Gummed esparto paper. Inks unspecified. 'End of run'. 55.
Gummed esparto paper. German inks. 53. Gummed esparto paper.
German inks. 54. Gummed esparto paper. German inks. 65.
Gummed esparto paper. German inks. 68. Gummed esparto
paper. German inks.
56. Gummed esparto paper. English black ink. German red ink. 'Final run.'
Note: Gummed esparto paper may be identified from its very smooth shiny gum.

Only two trials of the complete stamps were printed on "Official" Figure 9. Trials of the Head Plate. watermarked

paper, that bearing the pattern of multiple Springbok

heads (Dix Nos. 34 & 57).

Positive identification of the trials printed from the replacement
cylinders

is

possible

only

from

examples

of

the

frame-plate,

complete stamps and then just from the four corner stamps of each
sheet (Figs. 8, 9 & 10).

The new cylinders were prepared with a changed alternate language

setting. In the original frame cylinder comprising of 240 images set

in pairs with alternate Afrikaans and English language inscriptions (
20 rows of 12), the first stamp in the sheet has the Afrikaans

inscription whereas the replacement cylinder has the first stamp with
an English inscription (Fig. 11).

Figure 8. Trial of the complete stamp showing major flaw due to intrusion of some foreign body during printing (Dix No. 69 on esparto paper).

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
2
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The Watermarks

Figure 10. Trials of the Frame Plate.

Illustrated below (Fig. 12) is the clover-leaf pattern including diagrams

showing the relative positions of partly watermarked sheets (not to
scale).

Figure 12. The clover leaf pattern watermark.

a) Three columns: - Watermark reversed

Figure 11. Proving blocks from the original and replacement

cylinders, row 20 No. 1, English inscription (top)
and Afrikaans inscription (bottom).

b) Four columns: - Watermark reversed

The official watermark is that of the Multiple Springbok's head. The
diagram shown below (Fig. 13) is from an actual sample of paper.
Figure 13. The official Multiple Springbok's head watermark.

The Issued Stamp

The first stamp produced by the Government Printer, Pretoria, following

the trials carried out at Darmstadt and the delivery of the Goebel
Rotary Printing Machine, was issued on May 1, 1930.

Produced from new cylinders prepared in Pretoria from the original

master design and working photographically up to the master negative
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of four images for the frame with alternate language settings of

Darmstadt Trials

English and Afrikaans. This formed the basis for production of the

Other Quadruple Die flaws (Figs. 15-17) appearing in the stamp from

cylinder bearing 240 images, i.e., the master negative exposed 60 times.

Issues 1 to 6 do not appear in the Darmstadt trial printings, thus

Certain small characteristics (imperfections) possibly occur in the process

confirming that a new master negative was produced. The absence of

and these would reflect in each of the four master negative images (

the characteristics also determines without question the trial printings

Quadruple Die).

carried out on the "Official" watermarked paper (Dix Nos. 57 & 34).

There is a definite link between the first issued stamps and the trials

Illustrated below are a number of the known Quadruple Die flaws as

carried out at Darmstadt. However, depending on the inks and papers

they appear on Issues 1 to 6.

used in the trials, the characteristic is more or less visible. The

The absence of characteristics also determines without question the

illustration below (Fig.. 14) shows the small white nick in top right

trial printings carried out on the "Official" watermarked paper (Dix

frame occurring on all odd numbered stamps with English language

Nos. 57 & 34). Illustrated below are a number of the known Quadruple
Die flaws as they appear on Issues 1 to 6. A list of references and

imperfection variety.
Figure 14. The small white

nick

variety occurring in the "A" and "D" Controls.

1st Issue - ( C y l s . I & l x )
'A' control - May 1930

Figure 15. Frame-plate flaws.

futher reading follows.

2nd Issue - ( C ) l s . 2 & 2 x )
'D' control - J u n e 1930
(also shows 'broken mast' Row S No 12 opposite '
D')
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Figure 16. Three examples of Quadruple Die flaws.

a-4.

a) missing line of shading under scroll all odd-numbered .clamps in Afrikaans.

b->

b) {White nick cit 8 o'clock on
edge of oval - all odd-number
stamps in English.

4C
a-,

The stamp - Issues 1-6.
Quadruple Die flaws as above.
c) Thinning of bottom frame line all even-numbered stamps
in Afrikaans.

Figure 17. Trial printing on "official" watermark paper without flaws (Dix #34),
The Springbok Nov/Dec 1953, Vol. 1, No. 6, pp 112-117 (A
condensed version of reference 1); Sept/Oct 1985, Vol. 33, No. 5, pp
100-102.
All illustrations are from the author's collection unless otherwise stated.

Author's Note: This article is published by courtesy of the Royal Philatelic
Society, London, and is a marginally edited version of that published in
their journal, "The London Philatelist" in October 1995. The article has
also been submitted by the author, a member of the Royal and the South
Africa Collectors Society (SACS) which celebrates its 50th Anniversary this
year. Likewise SACS is happy to support PSGSA in its own Celebration "
British Africa Anthology".
(The author also celebrates 50 years of philatelic writing and membership
in SACS.)
References & Further Readings
The London Philatelist: October 1950 - Volume 59 (No. 695), pp 189196, "The Early Printing Trials of the First Rotogravure Penny Postage
Stamp of South Africa", Victor W. Dix, FRPSL.
South African Philatelist Various issues 1938-1954 - in particular:
November 1938, Vol. 14, No. 11, p 167; December 1938, Vol 14, No.
12, p 181 March 1939, Vol. 15, No. 3, pp 43 - "Correspondence";
May 1952, Vol. 28, No. 3, p 83 - Displayed Notice; June 1953, Vol. 29,
No. 6, p 97 - Editorial, June 1953, Vol. 29, No. 6, p 105 - "The
Darmstadt Trials"; July 1954, Vol 30, No. 7, pp 123-124 - "Report of the
Darmstadt Sub-Committee; August 1954, Vol. 30, No. 8, p 147 - "A
Warning & A Request", K. Freund.
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South African Postal Arrangements:
World War One South West Africa Campaign
Dr. H. U. Bantz - South West Africa Stamp Study Group
South West Africa had been a German protectorate since 1884. The
first of the six-thousand South African troops who set foot on South West
African soil at Luderitzbucht on 19 September 1914, were certainly
not aware that they would bring German South West Africa within the
scope of a "Tenth Anniversary Special Edition" of Forerunners
celebrating the philately of British Africa.
Prologue
Britain had declared war against Germany on 4 August 1914. On 7 August
1914, a request was cabled by Britain to the Government of the Union of
South Africa which in part read as follows:
. . . to seize such part of German South West Africa as will give them
command of Swakopmund and Luderitzbucht and the wireless stations there, or
in the interior, we should find that this was a great and urgent Imperial
service.

The Parliament of the Union agreed to this request and declared war
against German South West Africa on 10 September 1914. Two
postal systems existed alongside one another in South West Africa
from 19 September 1914 when the south African forces landed at
Luderitzbucht until the unconditional surrender of some 5,000 German
troops to the 6,000 strong South African Expeditionary force at
Khorab on 9 July 1915. The German fieldpost and civilian postal system
as operating during the 1914-15 period is outside the scope of this article
which deals only with the postal arrangements made for the invading South
African army.
Administration
The civil Postal Administration was instructed to establish an "Army
Post Office" section as soon as the conquest of German SWA was
decided upon.
A "Volunteer Corps" was formed and incorporated into the "Active
Citizen force" under the name South African Field Postal and
Telegraph Corps, commanded by Major E. A. Sturrman as "Director of
Postal Services (Fig. 1). The Telegraph (or "Signal") Division was
constituted as a separate command.
The "Base Post Office" for the German SWA campaign operated from
Cape Town (Base No. 1). The first Advance Base Post Office on South
West African soil opened on 23 September 1914 at Luderitzbucht (ABPO
No. 4).
Additional Advance Base Post Offices were established at Walvis Bay (
ABPO No. 5) and Swakopmund (ABPO No. 6) where South African
troops landed on 25 December 1914 and 14 January 1915, respectively.
The short-lived Advance Base Post Office No. 8

operated from Keetmanshoop.
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the circle (see Figs. 2 and 6). "Army Base P.O." was subsequently

Figure 4. Army Field Post Office No. 41 boxed three sectional canceller applied at

removed, thus creating the so-called "dumb date stamps" (Fig. 3). "Dumb"

Karibib.

cancellers numbers 5 and 6 were initially used at Walvis Bay and Swakopmund. It
was later employed at Windhoek once this town had been occupied by the South
Africans on 12 May 1915.
Figure 2. On Active Service postcard written at Luderitzbucht, postmarked at
Army Base Post Office No. 4.

L4

Staff and Handling of Mail
A total of 49 FPOs existed at the time of the conflict. In
addition to the FPOs there were four Army Base Post
Offices which were staffed by 13 officers and 125
rank and file personnel. From time to time men were
seconded from the various regiments served to assist
with the processing of the mail. The Report on the
Army Post Office G.S.WA Campaign lists the offices in
operation. The same report estimates that more than
eight million postal articles passed through these offices.
Mail handed in at an FPO was sent via the nearest Army
Base Post Office to the Base Post Office of the Army
in Cape Town from where the civilian postal channels
were used.

Figure 3. "Dumb" date stamps: No. 5 dated "12 MAY 15", used at Walvis Bay and No. 6, dated "27 MAY 15", used at Windhoek.

As the conquest of the country proceeded "Field Post Offices" (FPO) were

Free Post Facilities

established. These offices used three-segmented box type cancellers with

The men on "Active Service" were granted free postage facilities for

the date in the middle segment and the FPO number in the bottom

postal stationery cards, picture postcards and letters. Postage had to be paid

segment (Fig. 4).

for registration.

Large quantities of specially printed
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were supplied free to the troops (Fig. 5). Type 1 (top) shows the
required Regimental stamp. Type 2 (bottom) did not require the use of
the regimental stamp.
Figure 5. "On Active Service" postage free cards issued to troops at no cost.

Military Censorship
All mail was subject to military censorship, generally performed at the
nearest Army Base Post Office, the "Director of Army Postal
Services" also being the "Chief Military Censor". A variety of rubber
stamps and labels was used by the censors to indicate
that a mail item had been censored (see Figures 2, 3, 4 [
very faint] and 6). Censored postcards without date stamps
exist (see Fig. 7 - next page). These items were
probably sent under cover to the recipient. The
addressor of the particular one shown in Figure 7
describes the battle of Gibeon.
Modes of Mail Transport
Field Post Offices quite often had great difficulties in
keeping up with the rapidly advancing forces which
operated over the wide expanses of South West
Africa's country side. In the early stages of the campaign
ox-wagons were used for mail transport. Later it was
possible to despatch mail by motor cars which proved
to be of great advantage because they would neither fall
prey to lions nor men.
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The Transvaal - A Challenge
Alan R. Drysdall - Transvaal Study Circle
There was a time in the not-too-distant past when my response to the

Philatelic Society, now the Royal Philatelic Society London, in 1906.

inevitable question from a fellow collector, "What do you collect?"

The philatelists of 100 years ago were a generation devoted to stamps

was, "Most of central and southern Africa". Admission of such a wide-

unusually fortunate in that their numbers included a philatelist with

ranging interest may have raised an eyebrow or two, but the

wider interest, namely Emil Tamsen. In 1880, at the age of only 18, he

conversation usually proceeded easily enough to a particular topic.

emigrated to South Africa and became a personal friend of both the

Nowadays when I say, "Transvaal" one can see the glazed look come

Postmaster-General, Frederick Jeppe, who introduced adhesive stamps

into eyes of the inquirer before I have even uttered the second

into the Transvaal, and the Postmaster-General who was in office for

syllable. This experience demonstrates very effectively the extent to

most of the existence of the Second Republic, Isaac van Alphen. He

which even philately is at the mercy of "fashion".

summarized what he had learned of the postal history in an extensive

It is not that today's collectors have forgotten, the majority are

article serialized in Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal in 1893-94.

completely unaware that 100 years ago at the turn of the century,

Tamsen, however, wrote about postal history as background informa-

Transvaal was high on the list of countries popular with collectors. For

tion to the stamp issues. His expertise, as far as the latter are

example, consider the Tapling Collection which was presented to the

concerned, is exemplified by his pioneer study of the Pietersburg issue,

British Museum (now the British Library) in 1891, includes an

printed by the Boers when their beloved Republic was in the final

extensive Transvaal section. Renowned philatelists such as Nankivell,

stages of occupation by the British for the second time.

Pearce and Yardley were fascinated by the issues of the First Republic in

Yardley's successors included the great American philatelist, John Luff,

particular. Yardley summarized the results of their researches. Of

who

particular importance was his own work on the stamps of the First

complexities of Adolph Otto's genuine and forged printings, as well as

Republic and first British occupation. This effort formed the extensive

Curle and Basden, who wrote the book published in 1940 by the

section he contributed to the third volume on the stamps and postal

Royal Philatelic Society London, with which collectors of Transvaal are

stationery of Britain's African colonies and protectorates, published

perhaps most familiar. There was, however, one other figure who was

by Stanley Gibbons on behalf of what was then the

to play an important role. Among those captivated by the
-170

published

a

monograph

in

1913

which

unravelled

the
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complexity of the stamp issues was the young prince who was to come

Enschede for many years consistently and repeatedly denied that they

to the throne in 1910 as King George V. It was he who introduced the

reprinted the stamps of the Second Republic, and maintained that the

fashion of collecting mint blocks of four; therefore it is not surprising

original plates had been destroyed. However, plating studies have

that his collection of Transvaal not only includes many multiples, but also

demonstrated beyond any doubt that the reprints sold world-wide at

some of the great rarities such as the tete-beche varieties in this form. The

wholesale prices by the Paris-based dealer Mirza Hadi were printed

King, however, was not the only buyer in the market, and had to

from the original plates. As a result it is now suspected that the various

compete with his contemporary, the South African mining engineer,

provisionals with forged overprints on these reprints, including the

John Curie. Robson Lowe tells the delightful story of how the King and

surcharged stamps of the Second Republic and the stamps overprinted "

Curle invited each other to tea to show their recent acquisitions with the

V.R.I." and "E.R.I.", as well as stamps of the definitive series cancelled

hope no doubt of inciting, in the politest possible way of course, the

with strikes of various datestamps in intense black may have all been

envy of the other party.

produced by Enschede for Mirza Hadi.

This intense interest in the Transvaal did, however, have a long-term

The reprints were produced using inks and paper that closely resemble

consequence that eventually contributed to the unpopularity of the

those used for the original stamps. Moreover, like the majority of

country. As already noted, Tapling gave his collection to the nation,

those stamps, they were comb-perforated 121/2. (There are a few

King George V's collection survives intact as the Red Collection in the

recognizable differences of shade, but this applies to no more than

Stamp Room at Buckingham Palace, and the Curie Collection is lodged with

three or four of the many stamps concerned.) However, the perforators in

the Museum Africa - formerly the Africana Museum - in Johannesburg. As a

use when the stamps were reprinted, that is mainly in the 1920s and

result many of the surviving key pieces, including no less that 43 of the

1930s, were not those used by Enschede between 1884 and 1899.

59 known tete-beche varieties will never again appear on the market. This

Perforating combs, though they may be of the same gauge, leave a

situation is further compounded by the practice among collectors of earlier

footprint that is unique to that comb with holes of different sizes,

years, and this applies to all of those mentioned from Tapling to Curle, of

some misaligned holes had some holes slightly larger or smaller that

collecting as many copies as possible of the rarer stamps in particular, in

others. A photograph or photocopy of a complete horizontal row of

some cases almost regardless of condition. The outcome is that today's

stamps against a black background shows a complete single strike of the

collector is faced with the problem that there are no copies in the

comb that is as valuable for identification purposes, particularly when

public domain of some of the major varieties and very few, often

enlarged, as any Scotland Yard finger print record. For example, it is

only one, of others. Moreover, undamaged and attractive copies,

known from Enschede's records, as well as panes lodged with the Post

particularly unused examples of the majority of the earlier issues, many

Office Museum in South Africa, that all the £5 stamps printed by

of which are printed on poor quality paper, are hard to find. There is,

Enschede - and of course all those subsequently overprinted "V.R.I." -

however, some consolation in that it is possible, admittedly only on rare

were not only produced as panes of 60 from a single plate, but also that

occasions, to buy a rare or even unique Transvaal item that is a major

they were all perforated with the comb that for identification and

variety of which there is only a single copy in the public domain;

descriptive purposes is designated "I". (This particular comb was not

this for a fraction of what one would pay for, say, a post office

used for any other Transvaal stamps.) Thus, if the perforation

Mauritius - of which there are no less than 15 copies of the ld and 12

characteristics of an individual £5 stamp, assuming that it has not already

copies of the 2d - for the simple reason that Transvaal is a far less popular

been identified as a forgery rather than a reprint, do not match, then the

country with today's collectors.

stamp is not only genuine and the vertical column in the pane from

Despite this situation the challenge represented by the early issues of the

which it originated can be identified. (The characteristic features of

Republic continues to attract those who have an interest in what can be

each position along a strike of the comb occur on each stamp in a vertical

described as traditional philately. The articles published in The

column of a pane.) This test would seem to be infallible, and in a few

Transvaal Philatelist over the last 30 years, and various other publications

instances can be substantiated by demonstrating that the stamp or

that have been sponsored by the Transvaal Study Circle, prove not only

multiple shows plating characteristics that prove that it was printed

that this interest still exists, but also that surprising and important

from a plate that was not used for the original issues. (Such evidence as

discoveries concerning the stamps of the First Republic and first British

there is would suggest that Enschede made four plates for each of the duties

Occupation are still being made. Although much more is now known about

in a series of stamps, but probably printed from no more than three at any

the early postal history than was the case 100 years ago, it is even more

one time and in the case of a low print order 0 such as the one order for £5

obvious than in the case of the stamps that there is still a great deal to be

stamps - used only a single plate.)

learned.

The line of research, which was pioneered by Major Harold Criddle and

The footnote referred to throughout Gibbons' listing of the issues of the

which has been pursued by John Kaupe in particular, has removed at least

Second Republic warning collectors to beware of reprints has

some of the uncertainties from the issues of the Second Republic

undoubtedly contributed to the present unpopularity of the Transvaal.

j
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Republic. However, there is certainly plenty of scope for further work by

Figure 2's Frank Oates did succeed in making it to the Falls but died

anyone interested in a profusion of provisional issues characterized by

from malaria on the 5th February, 1875, during the return trip. The

innumerable overprint varieties, few of which are highly cataloged

letter was probably carried to Shoshong by a privately-owned ox-

despite the fact that some are undoubtedly rare. There is also of

wagon, and then by runners organized by the missionaries from there

course a great deal of further work to be done to advance the plating

via Molepolole, Kanye and Linokana to Zeerust ("DE 4 / 74").

studies of the basic stamp (Fig. 1). The block shown in Figure 1

Klerksdorp ("DE 10 / 74") datestamps struck on the reverse record the

comprises the bottom two rows of a right-hand pane with the inverted

route south to Cape Town ("DE 17 / 74"). The letter was then put

impression at position 25. Margins 45 mm wide at each end - folded under

aboard the Walmar Castle, which sailed on the 10th January, 1875,

as illustrated - prove that the plate for the left pane could not have been

being delivered in Leeds 26 days later. The cover also shows quite a bit

attached for this printing.

about the rates applicable to outward-bound mailings.

Figure 1. The only known example in a private collection of the tete-beche variety on a stamp printed by Celliers on semi-pelure paper on behalf of the Stamp
Commission (SG 45aa).

But perhaps the most fascinating field for today's collectors is the

The cover (Fig. 2) is endorsed "Per Private Steamer" at top-right, and

postal history of the Transvaal (Fig. 2). The numerous provisionals

postage should have been prepaid at 6d (the ZAR interstate rate), plus

reflect many changes in internal, interterritorial and overseas postage

4d (Cape transit rate), plus 4d ("private steamer" rate) per half ounce. The

rates as the southern African colonies and republics progressed

two ZAR stamps, from the single delivery by Davis, are evidence that

painfully toward unified postage rates. Covers demonstrating these rates

the letter weighed between a half and one ounce. Therefore, it should

are in many cases frustratingly difficult to find. Even harder to find are

have been franked at the double rate. The "2" at top left records

covers proving which of the numeral-coded target-type and triangular

this, and the manuscript figure at right, written in the UK, is

cancellers were allocated to the smaller rural offices.

an instruction that the addressee was to be charged 2s. The "

Figure 2. The letters sent in this cover were written by Frank Oates between the 1st
October and 3rd November, 1874, before he left Tati to make his last attempt to

4" in red crayon is an accountancy mark - the amount due to the
British GPO at the 2d per half ounce rate. (The triangle to the
left is probably an incomplete "4", abandoned when the writer's

reach the Victoria Falls.

pencil broke.)
In closing, those who have been bitten by the "Transvaal bug"
find it difficult to understand the indifference of those who
have not been infected. The "primitives" of the First
Republic may not be your cup of tea, and you may be
unstirred by equally primitive type-set overprints of the First
British Occupation and the Second Republic, but that still
leaves the Edwardian issues, as well as a wealth of postal
history ranging from the runners and mail carts of the 1860s
through to the TPOs of the first decade of this century.
There is also a further possibility. Collecting classic postage
stamps is undoubtedly an expensive pastime, but bear in mind
that there are often parallel series of revenue stamps - with
documents rather than covers to illustrate usage - that are
equally fascinating and may be just as hard to find, but
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will cost substantially less to acquire.

Luff, J.N., 1913, "Otto's printings of the Transvaal stamps": The

It is evident that there are many challenges rather than a single

Philatelic Record, London

challenge to be met, and the Transvaal Study Circle would be happy to
assist you pick up whichever gauntlet you think might fit.

Second Republic
Van den Hurk, G., 1992, "The Netherlands South Africa Railway
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The Desert Motor Route to Nigeria 1934-35
Jeremy Martin, FRPSL - West Africa Study Circle
During the 1920s and 1930s much attention was paid to the acceleration

From the time tables on pages 7 and 24 of the leaflet it would appear

of mail between the United Kingdom and West Africa. Mostly this was

that, when connections are available as advertised, letters despatched

concerned with the use of air routes. However, in 1934 some thought

via Algiers or Oran and thence by the route indicated could reach

was given to using a route across the Sahara Desert inaugurated by

Lagos in 15-17 days, e.g., 2-3 to Algiers, 2 to Colomb-Bechar, 9 to

two French companies using motor vehicles (1). The companies

Kano and 2 to Lagos. Since the ordinary mails to Nigeria are

concerned were the Capagnie Generale Transsharienne (CGT) and

fortnightly only, the route indicated would apparently offer an

Societe Algerienne des Transports Tropicaux (SAT).

important alternative service in certain weeks about once a month.

On 9 February 1934 the Crown Agents wrote to the General Post Office (

I have the honor to enquire therefore whether (a) ordinary letters and (

G.P.O.):

b) air mail letters could be accepted for transmission by the route

It has come to our notice that in the accompanying leaflet issued by

given if so desired and, if so, how should they be marked [and, as

the Companie Generale Trassaharienne it is stated (page 5) that the

regards (b), in our case, stamped] and the latest times for posting.

French Post Office uses that company's regular services for the

The G.P.O. entered into correspondence with the French postal authorities

carriage of mails for the Niger region.

and on 7 November 1934 issued a statement to the Postal
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Services Department:

will offer a week's advantage in arrival at Lagos over the following

It is proposed to advertise the new service in the Daily List as follows: "

service by Elder Dempster Line.

Via France and SAT Motor Service" or "via France and CGT Motor

Presumably the SAT service should not be advertized in the Daily List

S e r v i c e ".

on the occasions when the CGT service is available as the latter

In connection with these new services the Postal Services Department will

service, with apparently the same date of arrival, will offer a later

perhaps wish to see the accompanying booklets of the Societe

posting (a manuscript "agreed" has been added). Despatches for

Algerienne des Transports Tropicaux, giving particulars of the Motor

Extra-European destinations are not normally made up on Sundays,

Service and the Nigerian Railway connections between Kano and

and it is proposed to advertise CGT service as closing on Saturdays at

Lagos, which has been obtained from the United Africa Company,

18:00."

Unilever House.

In the Post Office Archives are details of a complaint. The original

It will be seen from page 23 that the trains from Kano to Lagos

letter is held on file. It goes something like this: Firstly, the rate was

depart on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11:20 and as the

only 1'/2d. The envelope was date stamped "12+5 AM", presumably 00:50

SAT Motor Service is not due at Kano on Saturday until 17:00

on Saturday, 19 January 1935, to connect with the CGT service for

apparently there will be no onward connection to Lagos until the

which mails closed at 18:00. The letter arrived at Kano on 19 February

following Wednesday (a manuscript note has been added "CGT arrive

1935, 31 days later instead of the anticipated nine days. On the front "

Kano Sunday; will make same connection').

Via Lagos" has been crossed out. No reasons for the delay are on file.

A schedule based upon this timetable showing the dates on which mails

The irregular service and other problems caused the G.P.O. to inform

forwarded by the motor services will be due at Lagos on the same

the French P.O. in October 1935 that they would not utilize the route at

day and also that, as far as Lagos is concerned, there will be no

present.

advantage in the date of arrival over the subsequent Elder Dempster

Reference

outlets until 30 March 1935 when, owing to an alteration in the
sailings, the Elder Dempster vessels will sail on the Wednesday after.
When this alteration takes place the despatches by the Motor Service

174

(1) British Post Office Archives 5136, P22594, 1936.
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APPENDIX I - BRITISH AFRICA PHILATELY REFERENCE LIST

The following is a composite listing of references provided by individual collectors and members of British Africa related specialty

groups participating in this effort. Entries covering a broad range of topics and/or stamp-issuing entities appear in the General
Works section. As submitted, a number of listings, lacked author and/or date information. Also, a number of listings refer to

the publication of a particular British Africa specialty group. In both instances, the reader desiring additional information is

encouraged to contact the appropriate specialty group (Appendix II) whose scope includes the topic of the entry in question.

A number of British Africa specialty groups maintain a cumulative index for their regular publication, operate a library service

and/or comprehensive bibliographic list of books, monographs, occasional papers and articles falling within their individual scope of
collecting interest. These are invaluable resources for those wishing to go into further depth in their collecting areas.

The compilation of a comprehensive reference listing of British Africa written works is an ongoing project of the Philatelic Society

for Greater Southern Africa as part of its library services. This appendix is the latest step in that direction. Readers are strongly
encouraged to send in much needed corrections, updates and additions to: The Editor, 200 E. 30th, #144, San Bernardino, CA
92404-2302 USA or FAX (909) 882-3946. (PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS CHANGE)

Anglo-Boer War

Illustrated Postcards & Covers, Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902, J.
Campbell, 1992.

Kiwi Versus Boer: The First New Zealand Mounted Rifles in the
Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902, R. Stowers 1992.

Mafeking: A Study of the Postal History of Mafeking, From 1881 -

H. E. Lobdell, in Collector's Club Philatelist 1944.

Selected readings from "The Early Postal History of the Griqualands

and the Bechuanalands", K. Baker, Occasional Paper #6, Postmark &
Postal History Society of Southern Africa, ?

The Postage Stamps, Postal Stationery and Postmarks of the
Bechuanalands H.R. Holmes, 1971.

1910, Occasional Paper #7, Postmark & Postal History Society of

The Holmes Collection, 1981 Harmers of London Auction Catalog.

Philately of the Anglo-Boer War, S.G. Rich, Chambers Publishing

lands, H.R. Holmes, 1971.

Southern Africa, ?

Co., Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1943.

Society Monograph No. 1, reprint of two articles relating to the Boer
War and Napoleonic mails previously published in the American Philatelic

Congress Yearbook, St. Helena, Ascension, Tristan da Cunha
PHilatelic Society.

The Philately of Boer War Camps, Parts A & B, Anglo-Boer War
Phil. Soc., ?

The Place of Stones Mafeking/Mafikeng - The Siege Stamps and
Banknotes John Campbell, 1993.

Basutoland/Lesotho

Basutoland: Some Historical Notes With Special References to Postal
Matters, G. N. Gilbert, Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa, 1954.

Postage Stamps, Postal Stationery and Postmarks of the Bechuana-

British Central Africa

Selected readings in A Pictorial Essay of the 1898 Provisionals of
British Central Africa-Nyasaland, ?

Selected readings in British Central Africa and Nyasaland Protectorate, F.J.M. Melville, 1909.

The Postal History and Postmarks of British Central Africa, W.G.
Nodder & C.D. Twynam, 1955.

Selected readings in The Postal History and Postmarks of British
Central Africa and Nyasaland Protectorate, W . G . Nodder & C.D.
Twynam, 1955.

Selected readings in The Romance of the Posts of Rhodesia, British
Central Africa and Nyasaland, H.C. Dann, 1940.

Cancels,and Postal Markings of Basutoland-Lesotho, Scott, 1980.

Selected readings from The De La Rue Georgians of South Africa, H.
E. Lobdell, in Collector's Club Philatelist 1944.

British East Africa

British East Africa - The Stamps and Postal Stationery, John

Minn, Royal Philatelic Society, London; later supplement, ?

The Bechuanalands/Botswana
Bechuanalands Stamps, Stationery and Postmarks, R. L. Holmes, ?

The Bechuanalands: A Brief History of the Countries and Their Postal
Services to 1895, A. A. Jurgens, 1946.

Selected readings from "The De La Rue Georgians of South Africa",

The British India Steam Navigation Company's Mail Sailings to
East Africa 1890-1908, Stephen J. North, East Africa Study
Circle?

East Africa Airmails, Bill Colley, East Africa Study Circle, ?
East Africa Study Circle Journal, 1979-present.
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Censor Marks and Tapes Relating to East Africa and East Africa

"Notes on the Stamps of Griqualand West With Autotype Illustra-

Forces During World War 11, H. Henning, East Africa Study Circle, ?

tions", F.J.Napier, in The Philatelic Record, ?

Europeans in British Administered East Africa - A Provisional List 1889-

The Postage Stamps of Griqualand West, H. R. Holmes, appeared in "

1903, Stephen J. North, East Africa Study Circle, ?

London Philatelist 21/174, 200 and 72/1, 47; also as a monograph,
1963.

British South Africa Company

Private Treaty Catalogue of the Postal History of Griqualand, Harold
Hollander, 1988.

British South Africa Company: Guide to Philatelic Literature, 18901924, Colin Hoffman, 1978.
"Genesis of British South Africa Company Stamps and Services",

Kenya

Ellenberg, supplement to The South African Philatelist Vol. 43, No. 6,

The Cancellations of Kenya 1890-1963, P. A. Chantry, Editor, ?

1967.
First Bulawayo Provisional Issue of 1896, Wright & Hoffman, 1983.
An Essay on the 1905 Victoria Falls Issue of the B. S. A. Company,
Rhodesian Study Circle, 1983.

Natal
The Embossed Postage Stamps of Natal 1857-61 and Their Reprints, E.
C. Wright, 1988.
P. O. A. Cancellations of Natal, Kantey, Hart, et al., ?

Cape of Good Hope
C a p e of Hope, Nankivell, ?
The Handstruck Letter Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope From 1792-1853

Postal Markings of Natal, Hart, Kantey, et. al., ?
"The Victorian Postage Stamps of Natal", E.W. Mann, in The London
Philatelist,, 1939.

and the Postmarks From 1853-1910, A. A. Jurgens, 1943.
The Official Post and the Official or 'Free' Letter of the Cape of Good
Hope, R. Goldblatt, 1983.

New Republic

Postmarks of the Cape of Good Hope, R. Goldblatt, 1981; also 47-page

De Nieuwe Republiek, 1884-1888, Dr. G. H. Jonkers, FRPSL, in Dutch

supplement, 1981.

with an English summary, 1989.

The Postage Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope, Allis, 1930.

Selected readings from The Handstruck Letter Stamps of the Cape of
Good Hope From 1792-1853 & the Postmarks From 1853-1910, A. A.

The Triangular Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope, Stevenson, 1950.

Jurgens, 1943.
The Minor Republics: New Republic, Sidney Goldfield, Philatelic

Gold Coast

Society for Greater Southern Africa, Forerunners Vol. I , No. 1, p 5,

Gold Coast Post Offices & Cancellations 1875-1957, Mike Mackin,

1987.

West Africa Study Circle publication, ?

"Stamps of the New Republic: The January 1886 Emission", Dr. G. H.

Indexes to Post Offices of the Gold Coast, Frank Walton, West Africa Study

Jonkers, FRPSL, Philatelic Society for Greater Southern Africa,

Circle publication, ?

Forerunners, Vol. VI, No. 2, pp 95-106, 1992.
Selected readings from Swaziland and New Republic: Their Stamps and
Postal Histories, J. H. Piries, FRPSL, ?

Griqualands
"A Collector's Introduction to Griqualand West", Ronald Carlson &
Hugh McMackin III, Philatelic Society for Greater Southern Africa,
Forerunners, Vol. VI, No. 2, pp 113-129, Jul/Oct 1992.
Selected readings from The Early Postal History of the Griqualands &
Bechuanalands T. Mullins, The Postmark and Postal Hist. Soc. of

Selected readings from Transvaal, 1878 - 1880, Ian Mathews, 1986.
Selected readings from Stamps and Postal History of Swaziland and the
New Republic, Harvey J.H. Pirie, Philatelic Federation of Southern
Africa, Johannesburg, 1956?
"The New Republic", Dr. G. Jonkers, in Handbook Vol IV, Transvaal Study
Circle, 1997.

Southern Afr., Occasional Paper, ?
Mount Currie Express Stamps of East Griqualand T. Mullins, The
Postmark and Postal History Society of Southern Africa, Occasional
Paper #3, ?

Nigeria
The Cancellations & Postmarks of Nigeria, Neville Jones, West Africa
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Study Circle publication, ?

Stamps of the OFS-ORC, Vol. I (1868-1910), II (British Occupation

Nigeria: The Travelling Post Offices 1903-1939, Jack Ince, West Africa

period), & III (Orange River Colony period), Orange Free State Study

Study Study Circle publication, ?

Circle, 1966, 1971 & 1976 respectively.

Northern Rhodesia

Rhodesia/Zimbabwe

North of the Zambesi, Hal Hoyte, 1st Edition-1980, 2nd Edition-1983.

A Guide to the Postage Stamps of the Rhodesias, 1964-1978,

Pre-Federation Posts of Northern Rhodesia, P. Nodder, 1965.
Selected readings in Stamps and Postal History of Northern Rhodesia and
Zambia, Alan Drysdall, 1976.

Mashonoland Philatelic Study Group, series of supplements nos. 1-6,
1964-I978.

A Guide to the Postage Stamps of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland, 1888-

1963, Mashonaland Philatelic Study Group, 1965 and 1974.

Selected readings from Air Mail History of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland

Nyasalands

Baldwin, 1958.

Selected readings from A Guide to the Postage Stamps of the Rhodesias

Selected readings from Cancellations of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, H. C.

and Nyasaland, 1888-1963, Mashonoland Philatelic Study Group, 1965 &

Dann, 1950.

1974 (reprint).

Mashonaland - A Postal History, 1890-1896, Alan R. Drysdall and Dave

A Philatelic Handbook of Nyasaland, 1859-1964, Robin Hillman, ?

Collis, 1990.

Selected readings in A Pictorial Essay of the 1898 Provisional of British

The Matabeleland Commemorative 2d Issue, Alec Kaplan, ? Mutilated

Central Africa-Nyasaland ?

Handstamps, January-June 1979, Mitchell and Russell, ?

Selected readings from Air Mail History of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland,

The Postage Stamps of Rhodesia, Royal Rhodesia Philatelic Society, 1925.

N. Baldwin, 1958.

Postmarks and Post Offices of Rhodesia, Post Federation, R. Thompson,

Selected readings from British Central Africa and Nyasaland Protectorate,
F. J. M. Mellville, 1909.
Selected readings from Cancellations of Rhodesia and Nyasaland H. C.
Dann, 1950.
"Nyasaland", Colin Fraser; description of the MacFarland Collection sold
by Christie's Robson Lowe appearing in The Stamp Magazine, Aug.,
1989.
The Nyasaland-Rhodesia Field Force 1914-1918, Alan Drysdall and Kenneth
Pennycuick, 1986.
Nyasaland Protectorate, KGVI1 Collectors Society, ?

1973.
The Postmarks of Rhodesia, 1950-1969, Ellenberger, 1970.
Rhodesia: A Postal History, Its Stamps, Posts and Telegraphs, R.C.
Smith, 1967; two supplements, 1970 and 1978.
Rhodesia: The First Bulawayo Provisional Issue of 1896 and Its

Varieties, E.K. Wright & C. Hoffman, 1983.

Selected readings from Romance of the Post of Rhodesia, British
Central Africa And Nyasaland, H. C. Dann, 1940.
The Surcharging of Rhodesia's Mail, 1965-71, Mitchell and Tring, ?

Philatelic Handbook of Nyasaland, 1859-1964, ?
Selected readings from The Romance of the Posts of Rhodesia, British

St. Helena, Ascension & Tristan da Cunha

Central Africa and Nyasaland H. C. Dann, 1940.

South Atlantic Chronical Journal of the St. Helena, Ascension and
Tristan da Cunha Philatelic Society, cumulative index available, 1957 present

Orange Free State/Orange River Colony

20th Anniversary Anthology of the St. Helena, Ascension, and Tristan

More About Postmarks of OFS-ORC 1868-1910, A. G. M. Batten, ? OFS-

da Cunha Philatelic Society, featuring 20 of the best articles appearing in
the Society's journal, some updated, 1997.

ORC Post Offices and Markings, 1868 - 1910, A. G. M. Batten,? OFS,
Pages From A Collection, A. G. M. Batten, I990.
OFSSC Bulletin, official journal of the Orange Free State Study Circle,

Sierra Leone

1953 - present.

Sierra Leone Registration, Frank Walton, West Africa Study Circle, ? The

Postmarks of the OFS-ORC, A. G. M. Batten, ?

Postmarks of Sierra Leone, Frank Walton, Michael Mackin &

The Roodewal Incident, A.G.M. Batten, 1981.
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Robert Nelson, West Africa Study Circle publication, ?

Postal Slogan Cancels of the Union of South Africa, Vermak, ?
"The Postage Due Marks of South Africa" [a checklist], R.D. Allen,
1991(?).

South Africa
"A Study of of the Bradbury-Wilkinson 1925-1931 Pictorial Defini-

Railway Stamps of South Africa, H. S. Hagen & S. P. Naylor, ?

tives" [a checklist] P. Vogenbeck, 1991(?); useful supplement appeared in

Revenue Stamps of South Africa, Dodd, ?

South Africa Collectors Society's Springbok; pp 110-111, Nov/Dec 1991.

South Africa 1928-1928 Pictorial Issues (Background) - [a checklist], O.

"Aerophilately" [a checklist], George van den Hurk, Philatelic Society

R. Sanford and K. van Ingen, 1980.

for Greater Southern Africa, Forerunners Vol. III, No. 2, pp 8-10, 1989.

South Africa Union and Republic Coil or Roll Stamps [a checklist], R. D.

"Air Mails of South Africa" [a checklist], N. C. Baldwin, Aerofield 194?

Allen, ?

Selected readings from Airmails of the Republic of South Africa and SWA [

South African Airmails [a checklist], Stem, 1968.

a checklist 1969-1981,Uys, ?
South African Postal Slogans, S. J. Vermaak, 1979.
"Air Posts of South Africa" [a checklist], L. C. Wyndham, 1936.
"Air Posts of South Africa" [a checklist N. C. Baldwin & M. F.
Stern, Aerofiell 1958

South African Postmarks - A Synopsis of the Routine Handstruck
Cancellations, 1919 - 1966, T. B. Berry, 1967.
The Special and Commemorative Postmarks, Cachets and Covers of

Catalog of South African Revenue Stamps, ?

South Africa, 1892 - 1975, H. O. Reisner, 1975.

Die Ontwikkelingsgeskiedenis van Posseeluitstallings in Suid Africa, P.

Speedways of Thought: The Romance of the Development of the

Steyl, 1991.

Telephone, the Telegraph, of Wireless Telephone and the Air Mail,

The De La Rue Georgians of South Africa, H. E. Lobdell, in Collector's

Union of South Africa, Department of Posts and Telegraphs, 1937.

Club Philatelist 1944.

"The Springbok Half Penny" [a checklist], Ward, 1958.

The Encyclopaedia of South African Post Offices and Postal Agencies,
Ralph Putzel, Vols. I, II, III & IV, 1986, 1987, 1989 & 1990

"The Springbok Half Penny" [a checklist], Sanford and van Ingen, ? "2d

respectively.

Union Building Postage Stamp" [a checklist], R. D. Allen, ?

Handbook/Catalogue of Union Stamps, (Jan van Riebeeck Tercentenary)

Stamps of the Union of South Africa, 1910 - 1961, S. J. Hager,

Kaplan, et., al., Vols. I & II, 1952 and 1955, respectively.

Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa, I986.

Handbook/Catalogue of Union Stamps, (Union Diamond Jubilee),

"Third Definitive Issue-Animal Series" [a checklist]. South Africa

Sheffield, et. al., Vols. I & II, 1964 & 1969, respectively.

Stamp Study Group, ?

Handbook/Catalogue of Union Stamps, S. J. Hager, 1979.

"Union 2d, London Printing" [a checklist], Hagger & Tonkin, Philatelic

The Handbooks of South African Postmarks, R. F. Putzel, multivolume, in

Federation of Southern Africa, ?

progress with Vols. I & II, 1992; subsequent vols. appearing in print thru
1996.

South West Africa/ Namibia

History of the South Africa Army Postal Service, E. B. Proud, 1989.

Selections from "Airmails of the Republic of South Africa and SWA" [a

The Interprovincial Stamps and Postmarks of the Union of South

checklist 1969-1981, Uys, ?

Africa, Berry and Vermaak, pre-1925.

The Overprinted Stamps of SWA to 1930, N. Becker, ?

"Maritime Marks of South Africa" [a checklist], R. D. Allen, supplement
followed, ?

Postmarks of SWA Under South African Administration, Ralph Putzel,
1977.

The Mobile Post Offices of South Africa 1937-1969, Berry, ?

The Postage Stamps & Cancellations of the Post Offices in German S.

The Mobile Post Offices of South Africa 1937-1983, W. A. Page,

W.A., Albert Friedmann, English translation by Ralph Putzel, 1980.

1989.
The Pictorial Postal Stationery Cards of the Union of South Africa,
T. Chilton, 1992.

Southern Rhodesia
The Postmarks of Southern Rhodesia to 1920, D. A. Mitchell, 198&
The Postmarks, Postal Routes and Principal Postage Rates of Southern
Rhodesia to 1924, R. C. Knight and D. A. Mitchell, 1984.
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Skeleton and Relief Cancellers of Southern Rhodesia, 1902-1968, D.

Issue of 1901", E. Tamsen, in The Postage Stamps, Envelopes,

A.Mitchell, 1989.

Wrappers, Post Cards, and Telegraph Stamps of the British Colonies,

Southern Rhodesia - Routes and Postage Rates to 1924, R. C. Knight &

Possessions and Protectorates in Africa, Part 3, Stanley Gibbons for

D. A. Mitchell, 1984.

the Philatelic Society, London, 1906, pp 537-550.
"The Netherlands South Africa Railway Company and the Postal

Stellaland

Service of the South African Republic", G. van den Hurk, supplement to
The South African Philatelist Vol. 68,. No. 5, 1992.

Selected readings from Bechuanalands Stamps, Stationery and Postmarks,

"The Stamps of the Transvaal", Emit Tamsen, Stanley Gibbons

R. L. Holmes, ?

Monthly Journal, Vol. 4, 31st August, 1893 pp 49-55 to Vol. 5, 30th

Selected readings from The Bechuanalands: A Brief History of the

November, pp 74-75, 1894.

Countries and Their Postal Services to 1895, H. R. Holmes, ?

The Tete-beche Varieties of Transvaal A.R. Drysdall & J.M. Criddle,

De Postzegels van Stellaland, Leon de Raay, in Dutch, 1934.

BPA Expertising, Letherhead, 1993.

Selected readings from The Handstruck Letter Stamps of the Cape of Good

"First Republic Genuine and Forged", Nick Meisel, in The Transvaal

Hope 1792-1853 and the Postmarks 1853-1910, A. A. Jurgens, 1946.

Handbook, Vol. I, I985.

"The Minor Republics: Stellaland", Sidney Goldfield, Philatelic Society for

"The Transvaal in 1906 - A Map of Post Offices, Postal Agencies and

Greater Southern Africa, Forerunners, Vol. I, No. I, p 5, 1987.

Postal Routes With A Description and Gazetteer', C. Board, Memoire

"A Postal History of Stellaland", Dr. Alan Drysdall, FRPSL, The London

1, Transvaal Study Circle, 1992.

Philatelist Vol. 101, Mar., pp 54-66 & Apr.-pp 95-99, 1992

The Transvaal in The Postage Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, Post

Stellaland Revisited, Drysdall, et. al., Philatelic Society for Greater

Cards and Telegraph Stamps of the British Colonies, Possessions and

Southern Africa, Forerunners Vol.III No. 3, pp 15-28, 1989.

Protectorates in Africa, Part 3, R . B. Yardley, Stanley Gibbons for the
Philatelic Society, London, pp 370-537 and 551-610, 1906.
The Transvaal Philatelist, official journal of the Transvaal Study Circle,

Swaziland
Selected readings from "The De La Rue Georgians of South Africa", H. E.
Lobdell, in Collector's Club Philatelist 1944.

1965 - present
Transvaal 1878-1880, Robson Lowe Ltd., London, 1973.
Transvaal Philately, Maj. Ian B. Mathews, Reijger Publishers, Cape

Robemark Catalog Handbook of Swaziland, 1978.
Selected readings from Swaziland and New Republic: Their Stamps and
Postal Histories, J. H. Pirie, FRPSL, ?

Town, 1986.
Transvaal: The Provisional Issues of the First British Occupation, A.
R. Drysdall, James Bendon in association with the Transvaal Study
Circle, Limassol, 1994.

Togo

Transvaal Postage Stamps, J. H. Curle & A. E. Basden, The Royal

The Postal History of Anglo-French Occupation 1914-1922, Jeremy

Philatelic Society of London 1940.

Martin and Frank Walton, West Africa Study Circle publication, ?

Transvaal Revenue & Telegraph Stamps, A.R. Drysdall; James Bendon
in association with the Transvaal Study Circle, Limossol, 1995.
"The War Stamps of the Transvaal", E. Tamsen, in Stanley Gibbons

Transvaal

Monthly Journal, March, 1943, pp 183-89.

"A listing of the Stamps of the First South African Republic and A
Guide to Their Identification", Memoire 2, Transvaal Study Circle, 1996.
"Otto's Printings of the Transvaal Stamps", J.N. Luff, in The Philatelic

Uganda

Record, London, 1913.

The Missionary Issue of Uganda, Stanley Gibbons Ltd., ?

"Railway Stamps and Travelling Post Offices", A.R. Dysdall, in The
Transvaal Handbook, Vol. III, 1997.
"The Last Stamps of the South African Republic: The Pietersburg

West Africa
Cameo, official journal of the West Africa Study Circle, 195I - present;
cumulative index available.
West African Censorship World Wars I & II, Jeremy Martin and Frank

Walton, West Africa Study Circle publication, ?

British Commonwealth Revenues, J. Barefoot & A. Hall, 4th Edition, 1990.
British Maritime History Volume III: The Union Castle Ocean Post Offices,

Zambia

P. A. C. Cattell, 1984.
Cameo, official journal of the West Africa Study Circle, 1951 - present.

Zambia's Postage Stamps, A.R.Drysdall and Case, 1972.
Selected readings in Stamps and Postal History of Northern Rhodesia
and Zambia, A.R. Drysdall, 1976.

The Comprehensive Handbook of the Postmarks of German South West
Africa, South West Africa and Namibia, R.F. Putzel, 1991.

The Early Postal History of the Griqualands and the Bechuanalands, K.
Baker, 1983.

Zululand

The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, Vol. II: The Empire in

The Bertram McGowan Zululand Robson Lowe auction catalog, Dec.

Africa, 1896-1948, Robson Lowe, 1949.

1951.

Forerunners, official journal of the Philatelic Society for Greater Southern

"The Cancellations of Zululand", Robson Lowe, The Philatelist Dec. 1950.

Africa, 1987 - present.

The Colonel J. R. Danson Zululand, Robson Lowe auction catalog,
December, I951.

Journal of the Natal & Zululand Study Circle, I996 - present.

"History, Post Offices and Cancellations of Zululand", Dr. K. Pennycuick,

Movement of Aircraft - On Imperial Airways African Routes 1931-1939,

Stamp Collecting, Mar. 14 & 21, 1952.

Winget, 1991

"The Issues of Zululand From 1888 to 1897", T. Davis, Philatelic Society

"Par Avion in Southern Africa", [a checklist], Birrell, I986.

for Greater Southern Africa, Forerunners Vol. VI, No. 2, pp 82-85,

Perfins of Cape Colony, Natal, OFS/ORC, Transvaal and South Africa, the

1992.

Perfin Club/USA, ?

The Nqutu Manuscript", T. Davis, Philatelic Society
for Greater Southern Africa, Forerunners, Vol. VI,
No. 1, pp 26-29, 1992.
The Postage Stamps of Zululand, B. W. H. Poole, 1909.

The Postal Stone, official journal of The Postmark & Postal History Society
of Southern Africa, 1969 - present.
The Union Castle Ocean Post Offices, P. Cattell, ?

Selected readings in The Postal Markings of Natal, W. R. Hart, et. al.,

RSC Journal, official journal of the Rhodesian Study Circle, 1948 - present.

1977.

Revenue Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Orange River Colony,

The Postmarks of Zululand, T. Davis & H. Joseph, 1982.
"The Postmarks of Zululand", W. Newland, South African Philatelist Dec.
1952 and Jan. 1953.
"Zulu Notes", T. Davis, Philatelic Society for Greater Southern Africa,
regular feature column appearing in Forerunners, I993 - present.

Revenue Stamps of the British Colonies, Morley, 1895.
Transvaal and Union of South Africa, ?

Runner Post, official journal of the Bechuanaland & Botswana Society,
1985 - present.
Shelley Catalog of Decimal Surcharges, 1962.
South African Revenue Stamp Catalog, C.E. Sherwood, 1980.

Regional & General Topic Works
Aeroletter, official journal of the Aerophilatelic Society of Southern
Africa, I954 - present.

Airmails of the Republic of South Africa 1961-81: A Chronological
Listing Including Flights in S.W.A., D.J. Uys, ?
"The Airmails of British Africa, 1925-1932" [a checklist], N. C. Baldwin,
Aerofield Handbook No. 2, 1932.
"Antarctic Posts" [a checklist]. J. H. Pirie, 1975.
Bartelomeu Dias, official journal of the Dutch Society for Southern
Africa (FVZA), 1988 - present.
BEA, official journal of the East Africa Study Circle, 1978 - present.

World War II Philately of Southern and Eastern Africa, J.H. Pirie, 1953.
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APPENDIX 2 - MAJOR BRITISH AFRICA SPECIALTY GROUPS
In reviewing this anthology, the reader's appetite may been whetted to go down a new collecting path. To pursue a new area
in isolation can prove to be most difficult and frustrating. Therefore, the reader is encouraged to contact the the group(s)
covering the area(s) he/she has decided to pursue. By all means, consider membership; for p h i l a t e l i c s p e c i a l t y groups are the
true work-horses of collecting. As a resource the specialty group is invaluable to collectors at all stages of development, i.e.,
from beginner to the advanced philatelist. A number of those groups listed below will accept foreign currencies in payment for
membership. Inquire about this possibility when writing for membership information.
This appendix provides the reader with contact information and a brief description of membership activities and services for the
major British Africa specialty groups. Information concerning British Africa related groups not appearing herein should be
forwarded to the Editor, 200 East 30th St., San Bernardino, CA 92404-2302. Newly identified groups will be added to the
listing of specialty groups regularly appearing in Forerunners.

Aerophilatelic Society of Southern Africa

Bechuanalands and Botswana Society

Founded in 1954, the Society's focus includes all world air mail collecting with

The focus of this Society, founded in 1985, are the stamps and postal

South Africa, Namibia, United Kingdom, Holland and France.

has 100 members worldwide with one-third each in the UK and southern Africa.

Societies and the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa.

The Society publishes the Runner Post on a quarterly basis. In addition it has

an emphasis on southern Africa. It has 40 members in the following countries:
The Society is affiliated wsith the International Federation of AeroPhilatelic
The group publishes the quarterly, Aeroletter. In addition, articles by
members periodically appear in The South African Philatelist. Other activities

of the Society include: auctions, exchange packets, meetings, a library and

awards.

Membership dues are 40, 75 or 100 Rands, depending on class of membership
chosen. Contact person: Ronald Mephius, P. O. Box 335, Germiston 1400,
South Africa.

Anglo-Boer War Philatelic Society

history of British Bechuanaland, Bechuanaland Protectorate and Botswana. It

The Society is affiliated with the Association of British Philatelic Societies.
published the specialized volume, Postmark Typology.

Meetings are held twice yearly in London coinciding with a national stamp
exhibition. Periodic postal auctions are also held every 12-18 months.

Dues are: 110 for the UK & Europe, 310 for surface mail/rest of world

and f13 airmail rest of the world. Contact: Jim Catterall, Membership
Secretary, Trevessa, Upper Castle Road, St. Mawes, Truro TR2 5BZ,
England.

East Africa Study Circle

Founded in 1958, the Society focuses its study on all aspects of the philately of

This group, founded in 1978, focuses upon Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and

Republican military and civilian mail and associated postal markings; censor

184-strong membership hails from Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

refugee and concentration camp mail; mail from the Australian, Canadian,

Pakistan, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland and the U.S.

the Anglo-Boer War of 1899 - 1902. Areas of study include British and

markings and labels, prisoner-of-war mail and camp markings; burgher,
Rhodesian and New Zealand contingents.

Zanzibar and all forerunners from the earliest days to the present. Its

France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Ireland, Kenya, New Zealand,

The Society's journal, The Anglo-Boer War Philatelist, is published

quarterly and contains new information, articles, queries, answers, items of
interest, Society news, reviews and editorials.

In addition to its journal, the Society has also published the following volumes:
The Prisoner-of-War Camps in South Africa, The Prisonerof-War Camps
Overseas, The Camps on St. Helena for Boer Prisonersof-War, The

Boer and British Censor Seals and The Camps on Ceylon for Boer Prisonersof-War.

The Society has a number of regular meetings in the UK, South Africa, Canada
and the U.S. Postal auctions, open to all members, are presently held twice per

year.

For further information on the Society, contact Peter Prime, 56 Mount Way,
Waverton, Cheshire CH3 7QF, UK England.

Study Circle activities

and services include: A twice per year auction

(12'/%) of East African material; a useful library of philatelic books on East

Africa plus a wide-ranging number of works dealing with background

history of the countries studied; and meetings held three times a year in
London.

This group is affiliated with The Association of British Philatelic
Societies and The Association of Scottish Philatelic Societies.

The Circle's journal, BEA, is published three times per year. In addition, it has

produced the following individual reference works: The British India
Steam Navigation Company's Mail Sailings to East Africa 1890 - 1908, The

Missionary Issue of Uganda (reprint), The Cancellations of Kenya 1890 1963, Europeans In British Administered East Africa - A Provisional List
1889 - 1903, East Africa World War II: An Assessment
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of Date Stamps, Cancellations, Censor Marks and Tapes Relating to East
Africa, East African Forces During World War II, British East Africa: The
Stamps and Postal Stationery (RPSL) and subsequent Supplement and East
African Airmails.
Annual dues are 110 for the UK, all others being 112.50. Contacl The Hon.
Secy., Mr. John Harvey, 22 High Street, Mepal, CAMBS CB6 2AW,

interprovincial periods.
This group recently began publishing The Journal of the Natal and
Zululand Study Circle on a quarterly basis ably edited by Dr. Alan Drysdall.
Subscription rates are 110 for surface class and 113 air mail.
Membership inquiries should be sent to: John Dickson, Hon. Secy., John
L. Dickson, Lismore House, Shepton Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset
TA19 OLJ, UK.

England.

Orange Free State Study Circle

Filatelisten Vereniging Zuidelijk Afrika
The Dutch Philatelic Society for Southern Africa was founded in 1988 and is
presently affiliated with the Dutch Philatelic Federation, and the
Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa.
Its present membership of 200 from Belgium, France, Germany, Namibia, The
Netherlands, Scotland, South Africa and the U.S. whose focus is: Transvaal,
Cape of Good Hope, Orange Free State, Natal, Stellaland, Mafeking,
Zululand, Griqualand, Pietersburg, Union/Republic of South Africa, the
Homelands, Swaziland, Bechuanaland, Botswana, Basutoland, Lesotho,
German South West Africa, South West Africa, Namibia, Rhodesia,
Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, B.S.A.C.,
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Molcambique, Angola, Tristan da Cunha Nyasaland,
Walvis Bay, Zambezia, Quielimane, Tete, Portugese Congo, Portugese
Africa, Nyassa, Companhis de Mocambique, Lourenco Marques, Kionga,
Inhambane, Sanea, Marion and Gough Islands, Boer War, Border Mail,
Interprovincials, military mail of the world wars, railway stamps, and
postal history and maritime mail.
The Society has five meetings per year in De Bilt, Netherlands. There
are also two mail auction annually and a library to access in the
meantime. For the first time exhibitor, the Bartelomeu Dias Award is

The Study Circle was founded in 1953 to further the study of the postage,
revenue and telegraph stamps, the postal stationery, the postal markings
and the postal history of the Orange Free State and Orange River Colony. Todate there are 80 members in the UK, the US, South Africa, Australia,
Canada, Europe and other parts of the world.
The annual subscription is 110, the financial year running from 1st
September to 31st August.
A quarterly bulletin of approximately 24 pages is issued containing articles
by members, questions and answers, meeting reports, membership changes
and much other useful information. A new member is entitiled to receive
all bulletins issued in the year of joining. Past bulletins can be supplied,
so far as they may still be availble, on application to the Hon. Bulletin
Editor. Commercial advertising is not accepted but dealers and auction
houses may be given free publicity if they have good material for sale of
interest to members.
An annual Award, the President's Cup, is made to the member writing the
best article published in the Orange Free State Bulletin during the year.
Meetings are held two or three times a year. The Spring and Autumn
gatherings are held at the Union Jack Club, Sandel Street, Waterloo,
London SEI. The summer meeting is often held at the invitation of one

offered.
Two regular publications are offered during the course of the year. The
quarterly journal, Bartelomeu Dias - 50 pages per issue, contains articles on
various southern Africa philatelic subjects, questions and answers,
discoveries of postmarks and postal history, new issues and postal rates. A
journal index is also available. The second regular publication, FVZA News, is
produced five times per year before every meeting together with an auction
list. Included are free members ads, information on new members and
exhibitions, and reports of the previous meeting and auction. The Society has
also published the Handbook on South West Africa Postal Stationery.
Annual dues are 30 Guilders (plus an additional 5G entrance fee the first year)
. Contact: J. Stolk, Secretary, P.O. Box 33223, 3005 EE Rotterdam,

of the UK members at his home. With the increasing number of South
African and US members, it is hoped that meetings will eventually be
arranged on a regular basis in those countries.
Postal auctions, open to all members, are organized on a regular basis
subject to sufficient material being offered.
A three-volume series of Handbooks, entitled Stamps of the Orange Free
State, has been published. Volume I, which deals with the Republican period,
1868-1910, was published in 1967. Volume II, dealing with the British
Occupation period, was published in 1974 and Volume III, covering
the Orange River Colony period, and also updating Vols. I and II, was
published in 1980.
The Study Circle has also recently (1995) published a set of four postal

Netherlands.

Natal & Zululand Study Circle

history maps of the Orange Free State. Only 100 sets were printed of which a
few are still available. In addition, a small stock of books on postal history

The Study Circle was established at a meeting held on 21st October 1996,

and postmarks, written by the late A.G.M. Batten, are also available for sale

on the premises of the Royal Philatelic Society, London at 41 Devonshire

to members.

Place, London WI.

Further information is available from: Hon. Secy., J.R. Stroud, 28

The group's focus is the postal history, postage stamps, revenue stamps and

Oxford Street, Bumham-on-Sea, Somerset TA8 1LQ, England.

postal stationery of Natal and Zululand during the colonial and
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Philatelic Society for Greater Southern Africa

PSGSA was founded in 1987 by two southern California collectors. Present

affiliations include the American Philatelic Society and the Philatelic
Federation of Southern Africa. Present membership hovers around 170

collecting souls hailing from Australia, Canada, Denmark, England,
Germany, Hong Kong, Namibia, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa,

Switzerland and the U.S.

The Society's scope includes all philatelic subject areas encompassing the
following stamp-issuing entities including local posts and forerunners:

Basutoland, British South Africa Company, the Bechuanalands/Botswana,

Cape of Good Hope, the Griqualands, the Homelands, Lesotho, Malawi, Natal,

the Nyasalands, New Republic, Orange Free State/River Colony, Transvaal,
Union/Republic of South Africa, the Rhodesias, South West Africa/Namibia,
Zambia, Zimbabwe and Zululand. Periods of interest include pre-Adhesive,
Anglo-Boer War and Interprovincial.

PSGSA's member services include translations, library and archives,
publications program, free member ads, Question & Answer Panel of

Experts, an annual mail bid auction, literature and exhibit awards, annual and

regional meetings/programs.

The Society publishes the award-winning journal, Forerunners; three times

per year. The average number of pages per issue is 48. Contents have
appeal for every level of interest, from the beginner to advanced

philatelist. A typical issue includes: (1) three feature articles; (2) three
specialty columns covering the philately of (a) the Rhodesias, (b)

Zululand and (c) Back-of-the-Book. Other features include literature reviews,

questions and answers, bits and pieces and other stories, unanswered
challenges, Society affairs and researches in progress.

Basic dues world-wide is $25US; First Class/North America - $30US; Air

Mail/Europe - $35; Air Mail/all others - $38. Application and other
information available from Bill Brooks, Founder, 200 East 30th, #144,
San Bernardino, CA 92404-2302.

Postmark & Postal History Society Of Southern
Africa

The Society was formed in 1969 and is presenlly affiliated with the Philatelic

Federation of Southern Africa. Its focus is on the postmarks and postal history
of southern Africa and actively promotes the interest and collecting of this
aspect of philately. Current membership totals 153, of which most of whom
reside in South Africa.

Membership services include a library, exchange packet and Society Journal.
Meetings are held in Johannesburg about three times a year, one of which

coincides with the annual National Philatelic Exhibition (RSA).

Cerificates of merit and awards are made annually, one for service to the

Society and one for the best article published in the Society Journal.

The Society publishes its journal, The Post Office Stone, 3-4 times per year.
The average number of pages is 24 per issue.

In addition to its Journal, occasional papers are published on specific
research subjects. This provides members with the opportunity to have

research subjects. This provides members with the opportunity to have their
original research recorded at the cost of the Society.

Basic membership is R60 surface class or R85 airmail. For further
information contact: Mrs. Marge Viljoen, Hon. Secy., P.O. Box 835,
Groenkloof 0027, South Africa.

Rhodesian Study Circle

This group was founded in 1948 and is affiliated with the Association of British

Philatelic Societies and the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa. The Circle'
s focus is the study of the stamps of the territories of British Central Africa
formerly known as Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
including the Federation and the postindependence countries of
Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

RSC has 450 active members with approximately 200 in England, 100 in South

Africa, 50 in North America, 50 in Zimbabwe and 50 in Austtalia, New
Zealand and elsewhere.

Membership services includes a library, postal auctions twice a year, literature

sales, publication service and exchange packet for UK members. In
addition, regular meetings are held in London, Manchestet, Zimbabwe, South

Africa and California with occasional gatherings in Scotland, New Zealand and
Australia. Full reports appear in the Journal. The Annual General Meeting is
held in London at the end of Octobet.

Annual awards are given for the best article in the Joutnal, best display at a

meeting and for general contributions to the Journal. Results are
announced in the December issue of the Journal each year.

The Rhodesian Study Circle Journal is published quarterly, averaging 40

pages per issue. Content includes full reports of meetings, columns for special

interest topics, questions and answers, new discoveries, postal history, postal
stationery, modern issues - Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi and feature articles.

The Study Circle's Handbook is currently in the course of publication with
Guides to Literature sections for Parts I through IV being produced in 1996. The
Guides to Literature sections are issued free to members, but further sections of
the Handbook, as they become available, will be offered for sale. Part V of

the Handbook comprises a cumulative index of the Rhodesian Study Circle
Journal, 1970-1994. There is also a Memoire Series of Monographs which

appear on an occasional basis.

Further inquiries about RSC should be sent to. Keith Harrop, Hon. Membership
Secy., 817 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester M20 8RT, England.

St. Helena, Ascension, and Tristan da Cunha Philatelic
Society

The Society's geographic specialty area includes the south Atlantic islands of

St. Helena, Ascension, Tristan da Cunha, and Gough Island (a dependency of

the latter). Current membership stands at 200, most residing in Canada,

Great Britain and the U.S. Members also reside in Australia, Dubai,

Germany, Japan, Norway, Sweden and elsewhere.

The Society's journal, South Atlantic Chronicle, is published on a
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quarterly basis. Sample copy available: $4/North America, $5/ elsewhere.

dent Namibia. Its purpose is to collect and improve upon the available

Monograph No. I - reprints of two articles relating to Boer War and

The group assists members in solving questions related to their specialized

information concerning the area of its focus.

Specialty publications produced by the Society include: (1) Society

Napoleonic mail originally published in the American Philatelic Congress

field of interest and unlocks the knowledge and expertise available among

Ascension, and Tristan da Cunha Philatelic Society, featuring 20 of the

Pretoria area, as well as, an annual meeting at the National Philatelic

its members. It also holds regular monthly meetings in the Johannesburg-

Yearbook; and (2) 20th Anniversary Anthology of the St. Helena,

Exhibition (RSA).

best articles published in the Society's quarterly, many updated; a history of the

The Newsletter appears monthly. It reports on the proceedings at the latest

Society; a 20-year index of the Journal; and an introduction that includes an

meeting, answers members' questions and contains a number of written

historical and sociocultural overview of the islands.

contributions received from the general membership. Member ads are inserted

Society services include access to an extensive library. Holdings include

free.

most of the important philatelic and non-philatelic publications relating to all

For further information, contact: Dr. H.U. Bantz, P.O. Box 6913, Westgate

three islands. It also contains copies of many hundreds of articles from

1734, South Africa.

philatelic and other periodicals, as well as all back issues of the quarterly
Journal. In addition, the Society operates a regular auction of South Atlantic

Transvaal Study Circle

philatelic material. The 1996 20th Anniversary Auction was one of the largest

The Transvaal Study Circle was founded in 1965. Its present affiliations

ever organized by a smaller philatelic society and featured 700 lots, including

include the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa and the Association of

rare stamps, covers and literature. The Society's membership directory

identifies collecting interests of members, a feature designed to promote

communication between members specializing in a particular island and/or

British Philatelic Societies. Its 100 worldwide membership, concentrated
mainly in the UK and South Africa, focuses upon the postage and revenue

stamps, and postal history of the South African Republic/Transvaal the

area of study.

New Republic and Swaziland.

For more information about the Society and/or to obtain a copy of its

The Study Circle's activities include auctions, irregular meetings at various

quarterly, write to John Havill, 205 No. Murray Blvd., #221, Colorado Springs,

venues in the UK and South Africa, the Annual General Meeting held in

CO 80916. Concerning a copy of the 20th Anniversary Anthology, contact

London in the Spring, and an annual meeting in South Africa to coincide

Michael D. Mueller, 3201 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Suite 401, Washington, DC

with the National Exhibition. Awards are made through recommendations to

20016.

the Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa.

South African Collectors Society/GB

The Transvaal Philatelist is published quarterly with an average of 58 pages

South West Africa, Namibia, Cape of Good Hope, Natal and the Homelands. Its

including occasional pieces on aspects of the postal history of southern

Founded in 1947, SACS focuses upon the Union and Republic of South Africa,

per issue. Articles appearing therein cover a wide range of topics,
Africa which do not necessarily have a direct relationship to the Transvaal.

present compliment of 198 members hail from Australia, Canada, France,

Commercial advertisements are accepted. Other publications include

Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, South Africa, Spain

Memoirs (mongraphs) and volumes in the Handbook Series.

and the U.S.

The annual membership fee is 110, payable on the January 1st. For further

SACS is affiliated with the British Associaton of Philatelic Societies. Its
activities and services include at least two auctions each year; a library by

information contact: Jeff Woolgar (Hon. Secy./Treasurer), 132 Dale St.,

annual Abell Trophy 12-page exhibit competition; and the presentation of the

Hamilton, MT 59840, USA, or Gawie Van der Walt, P.O. Box 20022,

post; stamp and cover packet circuits; six meetings per year in England;
annual Wicks Medal for best article appearing the Society quarterly journal,

Chatham, Kent ME4 6QH, UK, or Morgan Farrell, P.O. Box 1064,
2522 Noordbrug, South Africa.

The Springbok.

Annual dues are as follows: £.7/UK, 18/seamail elsewhere, £10.50/airmail

Africa & US, 111.50/airmail elsewhere. Membership inquiries are to be sent to:
Membership Secy., A.R. Chilton, 56 Framfield Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4

2AL, England.

West Africa Study Circle

The West Africa Study Circle, formed in 1951, is the international spec;
.iist society for the study of stamps, postal stationery and postal history of
the geographical area formerly known as British West Africa. It originated

from small specialty groups which already existed, and has undergone several

South West Africa Stamp Study Group

expansions of scope which now includes: Ascension, Cameroon (British

Federation of Southern Africa. It has 70 active members in Germany, Great

Togoland (British Occupation), as well as, British Postal Agencies on

The Study Group was founded in 1975 and is affiliated with the Philatelic

Britain, Namibia, South Africa, Switzerland and the U.S. Annual dues are
presently the equivalent of $15US.

This group's focus is on the study of the stamps and postal history of
German South West Africa, occupied South West Africa, and independi

Occupation), Gambia, Gold Coast, Nigeria, St. Helena, Sierra Leone,
Madeira, Tenerife, St. Vincent (Cape Verde Islands) and Fernando Po. Study

areas include all periods from the earliest British influence, military
campaigns, maritime and airmails.
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In March 1997, WASC membership stood at around 250. Of these about 180

timed to allow viewing at the group's London meetings for those able to

are in the UK and 60 in the USA.

attend. The bi-annual conference has a live auction.

The group's journal, Cameo, which appears twice each year, has been

WASC has a large library of several hundred volumes of books, catalogues,

published continuously since 1975. During that period there have been just

cuttings, etc., which is generally available for research. Books may be

three editors. The journal is in the A4 format and typically has fifty pages

borrowed within the United Kingdom. A deposit for the loan of the more

of a wide range of artricles and comment. There are sections reviewing

valuable items may be asked. Postage both ways must be paid by the

recently published literature and auction reports. The magazine has been

borrower.

awarded silver medals at both national and international philatelic

One of the most active areas of WASC is the publication of philatelic

competitions. In addition to Cameo, there is a separate supplement of similar

literature, ranging from definitive handbooks on major subjects to

size dedicated to the philately of Ascension and St. Helena. There is also a

monographs covering very specialized topics. All literature published is

quarterly Secretary's newsletter detailing news and meetings.

made available to members at discounted prices. Several of the study

In the case of queries regarding any philatelic topics falling within the

circle's recent publications have received high awards at national and

scope of the study circle, there are separate editors for each study area

international competitions. Recent books available for purchase include:

who can be addressed directly by members.

Nigeria: The Travelling Post Offices 1903-1939, Gold Coast Post Offices

The study circle meets twice a year in London on the premises of the

& Cancellations 1875-1957, The Postmarks of Sierra Leone 1854-1961,

Roayl Philatelic Society at Devonshire Place. These events are usually in

Indexes to Post Offices of the Gold Coast, West African Censorship

early March and November. An informal meeting is also held in

World Wars I & II, The Cancellations & Postmarks of Nigeria, Sierra

Salisbury during July each year. Additionally, a weekend conference is

Leone Registration and Togo: The Postal History of Anglo-French

held every second year. The venue varies. Previous meetings have been held

Occupation 1914-1922.

at York and Leamington, with the 1997 meeting arranged for Chester.

Membership dues are 112 per year for UK residents or 114 for overseas.

These have been the most successful sessions with many members

There is an entry fee of 15 for new members. The Membership Secretary is

bringing their partners to enjoy the social side of the weekend.

John Mills, 70 Salisbury Road, Canterbury CT2 7HH, UK. The study

A study circle's postal auction is held twice a year allowing members the

circle's representative in North American can handle most queries as well

opportunity to buy and sell specialized material at low commission rates.

as accept subscriptions and other payments in dollar checks. He is Jack

Bids may be entered via E-mail over the internet. The auctions are

Ince, P.O. Box 858, Sterling, Ontario KOK 3E0, Canada.

PHILATELIC
LITERATURE
of Greater South Africa and
the British Empire, including:
Individual Books
Periodicals (including Society Journal runs)
Auction Catalogue runs
Name Sales
other Reference works

BOUGHT and
SOLD
Please let us know your British Empire
Literature requirements so we may service
your list (references please)

